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Inuit-PO conflict r Will 
takei i time tosolve 
t 
• FORT CHIMO, que. CP - I t  Is 
beco.m.ing/more apparent each day 
that'the confliet~between the Inuit 
and~ .the. Quebec:~guvern.ment over 
'," pr0wneml/mnguage l gislation 
;~ ld  take'a long time to solve. 
Resentment against the govern. 
ment~ is deeply rooted here. The  
'situation is complicated by the fact 
, that hequebec g0vernment.firmly 
believes:ite language lawis helping 
preserve the native people's way of 
life rather than threatening it.
The Eskimo people here and In 12 
other Ungava and Hudson Bay 
setUement~ apjp~..r to feel they now 
can beginto lay me groundwork for 
eventual self-government. 
Representatives of these com- 
munNes will meet here all this week 
/~to consider pushing for some kind of 
.':territorial status within Con- 
federation. 
The Inult have demanded that 
pr .oydncial employees and newly- 
arrived police reinforcements leave 
: fliearca. They have backed up their 
demand by cutting off water supply 
to ithe officials' buildings and 
stopping arbage-collection service. 
David Payne, special assistant to 
. . .  • 
i~ , 
Cultural Development Minister 
Camille Laurin, has been ordered by 
the government o remain here 
along with Michel Sparer, an aide 
• Who helped draw up Bill. 101. 
! The pair have been told to remain 
availableto answer any questions 
• native people may have. However, 
community leaders say their con- 
tinued presence here is useless. 
Payne 'satd in an interview 
Monday he and Sparer are waiting 
word • from Laurln on a request o 
travel to the Hudson Bay coastal 
town of Povungnituk, more than 300 
Quebec insists that BIII°~101 
respects the James Bay agreement 
.guaranteeing the native peoples-the 
preservation of their language and 
culture. ' " .. 
Payne says the Cree of northern 
quebec, many Inuit and other native 
• people elsewhere support the ob- 
jectives of the language charter and 
are upset by the stand taken by t~ 
militant Northern Quebec Inuit 
Association and councils in Set- 
tlements here. 
Laurin, says Payne, has no plans 
to come to the North, although the 
Inuit say a visit by the 
Payne reiterated that a white. 
paper on cultural development to be• 
unveiled soon should propose ways 
to heal the riftbetween the govern: 
ment and the native people. 
The .'Inuit .say ~ English ,has 
traditionally been their second 
language andthey do iiot want to. be: 
forced to useFrench. They will 
learnFreneh at th.eir own pace, they • 
say. 
miles to the west, where community 
leaders have asked to meet over Bill minister, and by Premier Minister' 
101, and where many residents Rene Levesque and federal Nor -~ 
appear uneasy about he stand their thern Affairs'Minister, WarFeti 
fellow Inuit have taken against he" Allmand would be' helpful. , 
language law. Eskimo leaders also are 
I I ~ . ~ h e r a .  r ~ _ • 'l' iii • 
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discussing the possibility of  asking 
Ottawa to take over medical Iser- 
vices here. The Quehec-runhespital 
is the only provincially.operated : 
service which has not.been.partially ~ 
or fully dosed by the Inult pressore / 
tactics, but the residents fear ths 
guvenrment may shut • it' down to  
retaliate against hem. , . .  ~.i. : . . ,  
Payne says Quebec will make no : 
move to further aggravate the crisis ," ' 
Serv ing  Ter race ,  K i t imat , lhe  Haze l tons ,  S tewar t  and  the  Nass  I 
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Carnival Hghts reflect off the Shriner's wheel of for- this photo after dark with the shutter speed set for half 
taste melt spins for people attending the Wagner Shows second. The camera was hand held.. 
attractions In Terrace this week, Brian Gregg made . . . .  
BASFORD BOOSTS LANGUAGE RIGHTS 
ye pp a d ity i !  w rs l u un  
• OTTAWA CP -Outgoing 
• President A. Boyd Ferrin 
was~pplanded Monday as 
he .~ed delegates to the 
:'.Canadian Bar Association's 
Bth~ ~ annual convention to 
commit he 20,000 member 
association to support of a 
s|ngle, federal  state in 
Canada, 
::.Justice Minister Ron 
persona l ly  p romote  lawyer, said the association 
linguistic education rights in had to take a position on 
,.their vr~vinees. "the great ~onstitutional 
"Without it, recognition of struggle that is now un- 
language rights we will end folding,', and urged 
up with something less than delegates todebate the issue 
one Canada," Basford said. and declar~ themselves 
He- emphasized ' that even 'at the risk of internal 
fundamental rights in division. 
education and other areas 
must be entrenched' in a The bar  association 
Ferris urged the  
association tocome up with 
a declaration on the subject 
by Thursday, when 
.resolutions are to  be. 
debated. He suggested that 
.the declaration reject 
.and promote a federal 
government with enough 
power to  hold the country 
together. 




, ,Co-op gas will likely be the best bargain in town this 
ra:se its gas and heating oil prices which go up from 
3.4 to 4.7 cents a gallon at other outlets this morning. 
Car gas in most Terrace retail outlets will clear the 
90 cents a gallon mark after prices rise to an average 
90.7 cents per gallon at the bulk plants in town. Retail 
prices for heating oil will jump over three cents per 
gallon to an average of 56.8 cents today. 
The federal government allowed six ma~r-oil 
companies to increase their prices today in addition to 
an already approved 3.2 cent a gallon increase., The 
3.2 cent increase was effective July 1, but companies 
pri~es for 60 days to allow them to use up inventories 
of low-priced fuel. , -  "~ 
But it appears the Co-op plant is the only outlet in 
back the increase until the local supplies are sued up 
at the lower rate. Kevin Bowles, a driver at the bulk 
plant said rates will probably be raised four to five 
cents in three to five days after supplies are used up, 
g a gallon of regular gas at over 90 cents per gallon. 
Retail rates are presently 88.9 cents per gallon of car 
gas and 53.1 cents for heating off. 
• Ease gas will go up from 86.5 to 89.7 cents per gallon 
wholesale with individual stations etting their own 
prices at the pumps. Esso heating oil will retail to 
, buyers 56.5 cents, up from 53.3 cents says bulk plant 
driver Brian Loney. Though customers have been 
stocking up recnelty on lower-priced heating oil, most 
he says. "These increases come so often, people sort • 
, of accept he fact." 
i S~ell gas will increase from 86.8 to 90.4 cents per 
• gallon wholesale, according, to Brian Berdette, bulk 
plant owner. Furnace oil will rise from 53.8 to 57.4. 
g on customers recnetly, offering them chances to 
stock up on heating oil at the old price of 53.8 cents a 
gallon before prices increase to 57.4 teday. 
The Gulf plant hasn't received a telegram directing 
them to increase prices 'says manager John 
Tymeschuk, but he expects word today ordering an 
increase of 3.2 cents, in regular gas bringing the 
wholesale price to 92.1. Heating oil will also rise to 56.6 
pergailon, he expects. . 
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WELDERS, MECHANICS UNHAPPY 
'" ')odworkers return 
after settlement 
an- Meanwhile, IWA mem- 
ills berS*oo the coast and in the 
ned interior will be voting 
n~ during the next three weeks 
oni~tentative, agreements 
be relished late last week. 
• r "- betW4~thb '~ lWA~aJ1  d ~ l ~  
• rs Industrial-Relations was 
nal completed'Friday and ~ on 
~ Saturday, a slmihxr package 
was settled on for those 
:out companies represented *by 
af---Interior Forest Relations. 
000 The package provides for 
a $1~i5 an hour increase 
'ort during~-.the 'two-yesr con- 
~us tract, on a base rate Of =17.01 
Iter an hour..There are also 
~at improved pension and 
md fringe benefits. ~ed 
i 
Labor Minister Allan 
Williams has welcomed the 
agreement, saying it shows 
that with leadership on both 
sides it is possible for free 
collective bargaining to 
work without the in- 
tervention of government or
a third party. 
Nort rn ,workers *. 
will Vote shortly 
.Members of the International Woedworkers of 
America in the northwest will know today the voting 
PrWececdurss for votin~i/this year's c~n~act. 
orkers will vote on the package accepted by their : 
provincial executive during the next three weeks. ; 
"There was no job action in the northwest during the .i, 
negotiations," he said. Workers in the area have been ! 
kept informed of the negoitstions through weekly - 








,,,,,~, . , . . .  w-m- ..~...and 
*this year's contract alks ' 
which ended in Vancouver "
last Friday, ' 
Those protesting the move 
said they wanted a 10-cent- 
an-hour increase in their 
current rate to I~ring them in 
line with 'the ~.20-an-hour 
wage paid to other 
tradesmen. 
Roger Stanyer, President 
of the union's Duncan local, 
said today that although the 
• men are back to work, the 
industry can expect further 
trouble-from them in the 
immediate future because 
they did not have their 
demands met. 
He said the trouble will 
not likely take the form of 
walk-outs, hut other forms 
of "on.the-job presure." 
Stanyer said there is a 
possible route for resolving 
the tradesmen's complaint 
during the term of. the 
More labor control 
VICTORIA CP -' The The minister made his 
British Columbia govenr-comments after Bill King 
ment may change the NDP - Revelstoke - Slocan 
provincial Labor Code to asked him if he was aware 
give it more control over. ~ of an internal dispute in- 
internal trade •union volving the Teamsters 
disputes, Labor Minister Union, and, if so, whether 
Allan Williams said Mon- any action'was pl.anned. 
da~'illiams said that One 
existing law is inadequate o
deal with internal union 
problems which threaten 
industr ia l  s tab i l i ty  in  the killed 
province. 
"The govenrment is not ~_ • '. . . 
prenared-to stand idly bv une  person is oeau ann 
anklet rade unions become another is seriously in l.ur.ed 
tliA hattle~rounds for touowlng a cwo-car eofllSlOn 
contending roups which at., .:05 p.m. y_esterday 30 
may result in industrial ames west ot "terrace on 
unrest in the province," the Highway 16. 
minister told thelegislature. , Mills, Memorial H.~pi~. 
Asked later by reporters if nas aom:w~, an mjureo " 
hA m~nt new I~lslatlon . person in sermus condition 
would be fortheominu 4o with intarnal i juries. . 
i:ectlfv the nrob]em, ~, Ponce are withholding me 
Wfllia~ns aid: "] think it names of the people -in- 
volved pending notification 
sought by Socreds 
' : 
Williams said in the house 
that he was concerned about 
the Teamsters situation, but 
could not act to rectify the 
problem because of Labor 
.Code constraints, which 
prohibit interference by the 
government in intet'nal 
union matters. ~ 
He told reporters later 
that there are unproclaimed 
parts of the labor code 
dealing with a labor ore, 
budsman, but examination 
~--th-~ sections :-by ' h|s 
ministry has shown that 
they are!na~iequate to deal 
with internal union disputes. 
Weather 
Monday: High 17, 
' Low. l l  
Tuesday: ' High 17  
Low 12  
Pret ty  much the  Bakford, who said Co'n- renewed constitution, traditionally had avoided 
federation is in crisis, also .Amongthe rights -was political issues, he noted, same as It was onl 
was .applauded after a freedom of people te move But he felt. this issue, urged the lawyers to take up' contract and the union is will, yes." Monday. 
Slp~ch in which he urged the within thecountry. "political, though if  ,:may the. cause in their borne goingto check it out. • , o f  'next of kin. , 
,b ie rs  to rett~n home and ~ Ferris, a Vancopver be," was worth'the risk. provinces. 
' THIRD QUARTER IN THE LAST YEAR 
t 
 Productlon-': alls, says statsCan, but don .'t worry 
. & " . , ' 
0TTAWA CP - TOtal "dudngthelastyearinwhich onnual rate from 3.2 percent cent devaluation of the to a seasonally adjusted Explaining the second- Persona l  spending Investment by business in 
production in the economy production has fallen, but in the first three months of Canadian dollar over the level of $202.6 billion, quarter fall, the federal dropped during the second new production operations 
fell at a 2.4 percent annual ' adds tl~at "it is too early to 1977. last several months, which agency says the effect of the quarter at a 3.6 percent was virtually unchanged 
rate hatwcen April and June suggesf that the economy Reduced persona l  makes imported goods more While cautioning against devalued Canadian dollar- annual rate, and purchases from the first quarter, with 
thisyear following astrong has slipped into spending, as~ well as an expensive and adds to in- labelling the economy's now worth only about 93 of new cars were notably 
' fl~kt quarter open the recession.,." 'increase in Canada's deficit flation, was a contributing 'p e r f o r m a n e e a s cents U.S.-has been to raise 'lower than in the first three 
economy expanded at a 5.2 - In its quarterly report on on the balance of trade in factor. ~ recessionary, Statistics the cost of servicing months. As imports grew in 
peree.nl~ rate, Statistics gro~nati0_nalp.rod.uctGNP, goods and: services with The increase in  prlce~ Canada concedes that Canada's foreign debts :volume, and exports were at 
t:almda reported today. Stansucs uanaua lso notes other countries, Were the offset heproductiondeclipe~, conomic conditions are while also lowering con- ~e same levels, Canada's 
The.federal agency said that the  iriflation rate main reasons for the poor to cuase the GNP in current "obviously not ex- sumers' we~aith and incomes current dollar deficit on the 
the se¢0nd<luarter decline doubled during:the second seeond-quarter: conomic  dollar terms to rise at an pansionary, and recession by making imports more balance of trade grew to a 
marks the" third quarter quarter ~ to a 6.4 percent Performance. The 10 per- annual rate of four percent cannot be ruled out." costly, record $6.5 billion 
' ," ~ L 
mama 
I 
st~bstantial  decli,~es 
recoA ed ih new machinery 
and e~4ulpment buying a'ld 
in residential building. . 
The deficit on govenrment 
operations widenadgreatly. 
becat~e:/revenue& d clined 
while~nding r~:~*.'~// i
i: j 
- • r 
/ •  
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VICTORIA CP -Con- 
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PAVE WAY FOR TENEMENT HOUSWG NDP ' 
Rent will still be limited after +controls off !, 
sumer ~ and Corporate M-  
fairs Minister Rare Malr 
said Monday '~0st-control 
controls" will prevent 
landlords from demanding 
exorbitant increases once 
rent controls are lifted. 
blair made his comments 
during debate on second 
reading of the Residental 
.Tenancy Act which, would 
replace the existing Lan- 
,dlord and Tenant Act and 
allow for do-control frents. 
"We have .taken care to 
design a section that will 
provide atanant sume ri~ts 
ef  appeal and, hapduny 
force landlords and tenants 
alike to be reeaonable.abeut 
what is fair in the eir- 
cunstanee," the minister 
said. 
:'in no way does a phasing 
out of controls mean we are 
abandoulng the tenant to the 
vagaries of the marketp lace 
and to the tender mercies of 
the. landlord who might 
think that he can get away 
high overa l l  vacancy rate in  
British Columbia there may 
still be shortages in certain 
types o f  rental ae- 
eomodation such as "in 
thres-bedroom family units, 
and in rental units suitable 
for our poorer and older 
citizens." 
He urged the federal 
government to assist the 
provincial government in 
~)usflit ng an end to the bonm- 
cycle in housing. 
"It is not a simple 
matter, as many trends 
interact and many In- 
dividual decisions are 
necessarily made without 
the decision makers 
knowing what other 
decisions are being made by 
other people," the minister 
said/ 
"It may be that he boom- 
Imst cycle in housing is not 
the result of, but one cause 
of, ether boom-bust cycles in 
our economy." 
Mair blamed the federal 
government for failing to 
consider what effect 
changes it made in tax laws 
in 1971 would have on the 
rental housing market. 
"In fact,, tax changes, 
coupled with rising inflation 
and other trends, had a 
disastrous effect on vacancy 
rates," he said, adding that 
the "logical political 
alternative" was rent 
• control. 
BC Rail plant 
• : f ina l ly  c loses  
:~; SQUAMISH, B.C. CP - British Columbia Rallway's 
~ . ,aliwest boxcar manufacturing plant quiety closed its 
~doors shortly after noon Monday when the last hopper 
~r.ar, number 2899, rolled out of the paint shop, 
The plant, the main industry in this community 30 
~ __~adles north of Vancouver, opened for business March 
• !~, 1975. It had a work force of 260 at the peak of its 
.~cky, short-lived existence. During the life of the 
~plant,.a. ~tal of 1,400 cars came off the Railwest 
~.mmy une. 
'~ The decision to close the plant came July 21 after 
;attempts by B.C. Railway officials to gain additional 
'contracts ended in failure. . 
,i~ Jobs have been found for about one-third ofthe work 
i!oree. 
"I believe It may be 
necessary tocontrol rents at 
some times in some 
economies, but I do not 
believe that it is necessary 
or. indeed wise to control 
rents in this economy for all 
time," Mair said. 
' " I  do believe that pei'- 
manent controls would be 
disastrous over the long 
term because it would lead 
to falling investment innew 
construction and falling 
maintence of the existing that abandonment of rent 
stock of rental housing." controls will lead to lower 
The minister said the bill quality housing for poorer 
before a the legislature renters, 
provides for "phased-out de- "What you'll finally have 
control." is tonament housing,,Cecke 
• He said the bill also closes said. 
a loophole. "allowing . He said that low income 
irresponsible |anmords to renters will have 'no  
charge unconscionable wotention against rising 
amounts for additional rents anti'will search for 
occupants." ' cheaper accommodations, 
However Dennis COCks which will inevitably be of 
NDP-New Westminster said poorer quality. 
Cecke was one of several 
NDP speakers who voiced 
opposition to the bill, saying 
their party would-vote 
against approving it in 
principle. " 
saiO~pposition members also 
the Social Credit party 
was brealdng a campaign 
promise not to remove rent/ 
controls. 
Gary Lauk NDP- 
Vancouver Cehtre waved 
newspaper advertismenis 
signed by them oppmlfion 
leader Bill Bennett saying 
that a Social Credit 
government would not 
~helish rent controls. " 
Norm Levi NDP 
Vaneouver-Burrard said he 
~J e~ted to the bill because e specifics of de-control 
were not spelled out. 
"What series of factors 
will go towards making up 
the formula for de-control" 
be asked, adding that he 
::,' ~ " .  "+ 
~ l~ l r  wasn't' con.- 
slderlng removing rent 
contrek from the lower 
Maluland area. • 
Alex Macdonald 
said rent 
controls have saved renters 
in the province millions of 
dollares since they: were 
first introduced by  the 
former NDP government. 
lie said a soy.an-per-cent 
rent increase emng should 
be the absolute upper limit 
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":, . . . . . . .  + .......... "'~ . . . . . . . . . .  " + . . . . .  Fromthe beginning of september all provin- HERE'S HOW DIST,~,~CE SIGNS WILL BE CHANGED: iWhites only to cial highways and most municipai signing will 
be converted to the metric system as quickly  lck new gov t as possible. Signs designating distances in miles will be cly~nged to kilometres (km). 
. | Speed zones in miles-per-hour will be changed 
to kilometres-per-hour (km/h). New metric 
speed signs will become legal when they are 
~ALISBURY AP - A mere knowledge that many voters posted. Overpass and bridge clearances will 
t~o percent of Rhodesia's and 67 of the 120 white • . 
population is eligible to vote candidates were not born in be signed in both feet and metres, p 
W~inesday in an election Rhodesia. ' Remember, that as they are posted, newspeed SPEEDOMETERS . Most 1977 and all 1978 model cars have speed- Smith is opposed on the 
left by the National Unifying 
Force, a multi-racial party 
supporting a speedy tran- 
ofer of power to the blacks 
and amnesty for black. 
guerrillas who have been 
fighting to topple the Smith 
government since 1~.  
More than haft of the 
candidates ofthe Rhedesian 
Action party are im- 
migrants, including several 
who say they left Britain 
because they were unable to 
tolerate the sodalist system 
there. 
Sixteen assembly ~eate 
are  reserved for blacks, but 
eight,of those are tribally 
appointed. 
Because of stiff 
educational, income and 
land-ownership 
refluirements, only 7,500 of 
th i+ country's 6.2 million 
blacks are eligible to vote, 
and then only for eight seats 
reserved for blacks. 
Among the if/2,000 whites, 
85,000 are registered ~vote, 
for a new national assem- 
bl~. Few blacks hold the 
r ight to cast ballots. 
Black naflonailts predict 
the election will be the last 
fc~ Rhodesia's white- 
m~ority government. 
~.'Whather change comes 
from a constitutional set- 
ti~ment he next election 
will bring in a black- 
majority government," one 
hijack nationalist official 
sad. 
~ublic-opinion polls in- 
dl~ate, an overwhelming 
vie.tory for Prime Minister 
Smi d tb ._  
two-thh'ds vote of 44 is 
no,led for the constitutional 
cL~hges Smith needs to 
p~rsue his "internal 
solution," his expected 
aEiempt to negotiate a 
p~ver-sharing settlement 
wlth moderate black leaders 
that would safeguard the 
future of the white 
p~?ation. 
ack nat iona l i s t  
r~entment over the election 
i~.i further fuelled by the 
] 
.#  
" Winter Vim (Belled) 
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% Oil fired hot water hanks 




AUTO PARTS & TIRES 
SI IP.I.S. 
WHY THE RUSH? 
This is an important part of Canada's nation- 
wide metric programme toconvert all stand- 
ard measurements to the decimalsystem- the 
simple arithmetic method used by most coun- 
tries in the world. 
We have already be/:ome accustomed to the 
change in heat measurement from fahrenheit 
to Celsius. Weights will change from ounces to 
,grams; pounds to kilograms, Fluid measure- 
ments are already changing from pints, quarts 
and gallons to standardized litres. Distances 
will be ineasured inmillimetres (1/1000 metre); 
centimetres (1/100 metre); metres and kilo- 
metres (1000 metres). 
R has been found in other countries that 
phases of metric Conversion i troduced "cold 
turkey" gain the quickest acceptan'~:e. Those 
of us who laboured as schoolchildren tocon-  
vert feet to yards to miles may have:~'little 
trouble at f irst, but metric is being taught in 
our schools; it is the universal lang~ge of 
scientists and engineers; and, in the n&r fu. 
ture, will see full useage in the United S~tes. 
Let's do it now! . 
DISTANCE 
One kilometre (kin)is .621of amile.One mile is: 
1.609 kilometres (kin). However, the easiest 
way to visualize akilometre is as % of a mile. 
Here's a simple example of conversion: 
100 km x 5 _ 500 = 62,5 miles 
8 8 
, o r  
100 miles x 8 _ 800 = 160 km 
5 5 
zones in kilometres-per.hour (kin/h) auto- ometers and odometers calibrated in km/h ,  
mat ica l l y  become legal, even though they.  and kin. Some earlier model cars have speed- 
may notbe a precise conversion from the pro- ometers with dual calibrations. If your speed- 
vious speed limit in mph. Here are some you ometer indicates only mph, you may find this 
should become familiar with as soon as pos- conversion scale handy. Familiar speeds are in 
sible. " " ' 
on winding highways we ,urge xtra caution 
in approaching curves with advisory speed 
signs converted to km/h. These signs warn 
you what speed the curve or comer may be 
safely negotiated at. Take it slowly until you 
become thoroughly, familiar with the metric 
system. ' 
large type. ~ • 
]km/h  1o  o30,o5060,oe0oo100 i " 
l,, ', ', ' " '  I ' , ' ,  I 
Mmo 1o ,20 3o 40 50+SO ' I  
' Province of British Columbia 
, Ministry of Highways and Public Works 
Always drive at the posted speed. You'll be 
surprised at how little time you really save 
when you exceed speed limits. 
. , , ,  
Here are some tips: / 
1. Think (and ~lk) kilometre. Make it family fun 
while driving together. '- 
'2. W!~en tak'.mg short, familiar trips mentally con- 
v£rt your mileage to kilometres. Remember the 
5:8 formula. '
3. On longer trips, make sure you have a current 
"Beautiful British Columbia" road map (published 
by Tourism British Columbia, Ministry of the Pro- i~:: 
vincial Secretary and TraVel Industry) available at 
tourist infgrmation centres. It has conversion 
tables for~ost'destinations in the province and 
nearby. : 
4. Keep our metric folder in youi~'vehicle. 
Overhead clearances. 13oth advance and facia 
signs foi" limited clearance overpasses will be in 
metres. For a reasonable period of time, a sign in 
feet will appear for a short distance in advance of 
the metric signs. , • • - • 
Fuel consumption. Gasoline will continue to be 
sold by the gallon until January, 1979 When they ' /  
will commence conversion to litres, Kilometres 
per gallon will be used to measure fuel consump- 
tion until that ime. . . . .  ~ 
I , • . 
MINT MORE IIlI[MS 
4808 HWY 16W 
638-8484 
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NeWtoreqUipment k NeWion :I
i rpor t  ' un 
• ! r., ,  ; : Dl. stance Measuring Equipment will be installed. an([ l)egln operating late this fall at Terrace airport, " - Skee~ MP, lena Campagnolo announced today on " 
behalf of.  Transport Minister " Otto . Lang. ) 
• The equipment enables pilots to determine the exact . Provincial Government 
distance of their aircraft from an airport. . .. ' " : ! workers in the Terrace area 
: Combining this information with "other flight data, will soon have their own ' 
- .l~lots can pinpoint heir location .and be referring to ~ ::~! ~~ union office and staff ~/L/i 
the appropriate instrument approach procedure ~ representative to handle 
obal~., malntain a safe altitude during an al~proach to ,. ~ ,, day by day union business. = 
an'alrport.  . ~ / '  ~ The B,C, Government - ~ i -.. 
A correct and controlled rate of deseent is par- :::!::):i!!i;:i,i,! " :;~:. 
office at tioular]y important for aircraft operating over the opening an area Buyer Dark 
• mQuntainoum terrrain of the Pacific Coast and the 4551 Greig Street in mid- I " " " ~ : ~ 
September and staff Simon Fraser University. Charlotte Islandsin the west DME will further enhance air safety in the Terrace " " '~ ~' " ~ . representative Roger Davis As a member of such trade to Burns Lake and frons~ 
area . . . . .  ,...~ .... ' " :~ " ~ "says plans call for holding unions as the Off, Chemical. Terrace up to the Ynkon~'~ 
/ Cost of the equipment is $72,50~. " :: ~""~:~ : ~ an open house reception andAtomic Workers' Union, Boundary. " 
• after the office is the  Atomic Energy The plan to decentrallze!~i 
Y .~::i ~ • • Workers' Unionand the the union's servicinl= wag.?-~ 
B a h a  i s  v i s i t  here ~ ' ~ ' sferred to Terrace from the Employees, he has held a B.C.G.E.U, Generar.i.: [ ~ 1 "[ , , / .  , - : :  ~ Davis has been tran- Canadian Union of Public originally drafted by'; 
Visiting the Baha'l While in Terrace, they will 1.: ~. ~ : ~ ~:::~/~ ~: ,~ :; ~ ~ re" ~" ~" :~ B.C.G.E.U. headquarters in variety of elected positions Secretary, John Fryer, and .... 
communities of Kitimat, ,be the guests of Darlene and . ~, :.: ~:..~: ~i.i, :i i~i~!~:i Burnaby. A member of the ranging from strike ceer- adoptedbytbeeonventionof,. 
Terrace and Prince Rupert Glen Cameron. You can- ,~ ~::. ~-~  ... ~. .... ~ union's taff for two years, dinator and executive board the union last June. At that':" 
this week. are Paul • and meet hem and hear a talk Davis originally comes from member to editor of a union time Fryer urged area:: 
~nher~ ~ BuJold of St, Albert, on the Balm'i Faith atNo.4 Halifax. - newspaper, councils to seek to. become::; 
• • 2611 Pear Street Tuesday The 31-year-old union rep The new area office for more involved in such"~ 
Paul, of French Canadian. evening, at 8 p.m. has an extensive B.C.G.E.U. in Terrace will community projects an::~ 
origin attends the background in the trade provide servicing for Appeal, day ears centres,'": 
University of Alberta as a Western union movement. Oneofthe members of the union pr..o.granm des. l~.  "to help .... 
graduate student in the ' youngest men to hold On- working in the region usuve ane ethnic groups  ..... 
faculty of community tario Stationary Engineers bounded by the Queen and otter activities. ;/'.-~ 
development. Cynthia from firstclass cerUfleate, he has :-. 
aJewlsh baclr~-ound, is lottery worked asashiflenginser ,: 
employed in a bank. They at the Bruce Nuclear Power - : 
beth serve on the Spiritual If the last three numbers Station near Goderich, ':;':' 
Assembly of the Baha'ls of on your ttcket for the Aug. 24 Ontario and before Joining THE HERALD ...... 
St. Albert and Cynthia has Western Express Lottery the BCGEU staff he was the 
travelled extensively .were 114, 017, 661, 735 or 902 shift engineer in charge of 
Baha~i communities, win at least $Z5, and ff more naby oil refinery. During 
numbers match, up to this period he was aiso a full ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ) .  
time student in~enomics a t  $100,000. 
B a n k e r s  The total prize money of R e w a r d  $1,011,375 is divided into 
12,150 prizes. ! found H°lders °f series 16 tickets ~ win $100,000 ff their tick~e~ When school is in, the kids are reminding motorists, the reason for slow speed is 
number is l,114, or$1,0(~v~ obvtous bet wben ~he new me~ric slgns are placed on the streets a qulek glance for local CAREER 
can*  misleading. The speed limlt inschool zones remains U/e same (20 mph) OPPOR Ty ion ,bat's their ticket n~u~1ber but the n-tuber changes. Beginning September 6 all streets ~n the community will phon 
but their ticket series'is not become regulated with metric signs. • 
U~ i mmiber 16, Holders of 
vA~NcOUVER CP " Tbe Uckets of any seri" with the THE O ,.I .a t , - -  PRESS 1"  Service, Office and Retail number8114wi~'$100whlle METRICS ON ROA s • . 
Workers Union of Canada the number 1~4 nets the New numbers don't , ,  A P P R E N T I C E  SORWUC held a fotmding owner$2~, These$25tick te. . ! .M .¢MIR IG~ • 
convention Saturday for a may be cashed at any : .  
new United Benk'Workers Canadian Imperial Bank of ..~ ./.. 
local. : B.C.~ Telephone Company 
The bank workers ,  Commerce. H E L P E R  Holders of a series 24 ythino Ln  the Terrace lYre'rio, has  
previously Local 2 of ficket with the number 57017 change an offered a$1o0rewardfor I 
SORWUC, gained autonomy are winners of $100,000. information leading to  the .... 
over~thelr,unme in what Holders of tickets of another ' mt  and conviction of any . .The Terrace Dally Herald requires • 
union officials said was series with the. same Besidents in the northwest' structions for installation on speedometer tests,grosa porsopswhoareresponslbk~i young enthusiastic, reliable person to • 
haniekllyat technical move number win $1,000;. Any wlllbeseeing more metric speedometers,, will be vehicle weights and short for the wide-spreaddamage work towards a future in the printing . 
to ease expansion and allow series of tickets with the' speed zone signs during the ' available from retail distance signs. . of telephone booths, industry. 
"better representation  a number '7017 is worth $100 next: few 'weeks as the outlets. ' There wfll be no dual sij~s Bill Reynolds, installation ., Applicants should be mechanically 
geographical basis." and: tickets number' 017 is municipalities convert from The following is a con- displayed and no period" of operations upervisor, said 
"Our numbers have worth $25. the old imperial system to version table: • 20 mph transition. Drivers will be yesterday '~ve are fed up" inclined end be willing to accept 
grown drastically," said A series 14 ticket .num- thenew metric system, Sharon Kelly, treasurer of be.red 55661is worth $100,000 New signs were posted in equals 30 kmh;  30 mph required to know metric with the vandalism. "The responsibility. equivalents to mileage booths are there for a ~: 
the newly elected bank while ~/ny series of tickets, school zones earlier this equals 50 lurnh; 50 mph spoed limitsandtoaceepta purpose, not abuse.'" 
workers'executive. "Many with that number is worth month to belp drivers adjust equals 80 kmh; 55 mph cold turkey changewithin He said vandalism has 
equals 90 kmh and 60 mph two or three weeks. to the.new system before equals I00 kmh. 
in preen M 
people found it hard to ~,000. Tickets of any series always been a problem but 
travel to" Vancouver for numbered ;5661 are v~orth schools reopen. S~_ now Government brochures it appears to be getting ~|2  K~lllfl St, 
o~a~lzing decisions. Now $100 while tickets numbered rend 30 kmh instead :of 20 Other signs requiring and advertisements worse lately. 
tbey ' can have thaeni~ 661 are worth $25. mph,  though the speed -conversion include: height illustrating the new signs He said the problem does or ~ Box ~M~ 
own executive A series 23 ticket num- remains the same.  clearance, distances bet- will,, be dis.trjbuted at not just occur in Terrace but 
meetings and raise their bared 76735 is worth $100,000 Beginning Sept. 6, other wean cities and towns, truck various outlets 1 on, a Torrau WM4B4 
own funds." while tickets of another signs on sheets and hign- . speeds,: summit elevation, province-wide basis, ahppens in  the whole district. The Terrace _ q 
She said the UBW is series with that number are ways willbe changed. Signs • District extends from Queen 
nearing a membership of worth $1,000. Any series of denoting 50 kmh are~ Charlotte Islands to the 
600 after a year of tickets numbered 6736 is equivalent to 30 mph. : . Terrace-Kitimat rea. 
organizing, but the namee of worth$100, whtle'tickets Motorists havebeen B.C wi l l  be late 
the other members of the numbered 735 areworth 525. advised to convert • Three public coin 
_ telephones were extensively Career Opportunity mew union's executive will A series 19 ticket num- speedometers to metric damage l'ecentiy requiring 
• not be released until it is bered 65902is worth $100,000 figures so that ,they~ean vIcToRIA CP - British Fraser sa id~e sch®l repairs amounting, to $700 
certain that publicity will while tickets of any series check speeds to stay within .Columbia w i l lbe  three zone speed limit signs per unit. I 
not jeopardize their bank with that number are worth posted spoed limited. Stick- weeks behind when the have the highest priority .Reyneldssaid assoonas 
Jobs." $1,000. " on. numbers, with in~ rest of Canada, withthe since school.opens Sep- booths are damaged they I ......... , exception of Manitoba, goes tember 6. Despite. these are repaired. 
telephones i " meiric with highways signs, delays, motorists will be' He said publlc 
Highways Minister Alex expected tothinkmetric on provide access to help in~|  The Terraca Dally HereM Moi res  an 
FYaser said Monday. the roads as of Sept. 1. cases of emergency but are i enthusiastic, reliable person to work 
The minister said police rendered useless when i . . ,  a future in advertising sales. 
Fraser Said the problem is have been asked to go easy damaged by "irreopomible 
that legislation giving. B.C. o~ motorists at the begin- vandals who may,need, help Applicants hould be 'nest in appurence,  
authority to go metric on the ning of the program, themselves someday." 
As' for motorists coming heveself management abilities, enioY 
into Canada from the United 
highways wasn't given royal The company says anyone 
assent until about 10 days who can provide in- meeting people end have the ability to 
ago and that's why the States, they are being formation re|ating to the generate now ideas. Sales experience 
advertising campaign .warned at all border wilful damage of booths woutdhoenassat. Your own transportetion 
advising motorists of the crossings of the change.over Should contact he B.C. Tel is necessary. Full line of company benefits. 
change, didn't start until to kilometresfrom iles an security manager or the 
recently, hour.l" .j RCMP. Opportunity .for Advancements. 
UNNEEDED CONFRONTATIONS For ooeplete infonnMioa ooMaot 
Bargaining groups rapped 
VANCOUVER CP - The "You have to pit strength Thorsteinson said the Tr PL E DilLY MIMI  
trend for small British against strength -weare  argument that labor 
Columbia municipalities to dealing with the largest associations wore required BOX 399 YF.IIRJE I.a. MIGJ, 
• 'join regional labor relations union in Canada," Tzogoeff to counter national unions is 
associations i  leading to said. "What CUPE is wrong. - I 
unneeded confrontations, saying is that, ff it deesn'¢" 
-says a spokesman for the get its wage demands, ce 
Canadian Union of Public will run into a con- 
Employees. frontetion~". 
Barry Thorsteinson, a Last week, another small 
CUPE in ternat iona l  Interior community, Logan ' 
representat ive ,  said Lake, joined the i~unicipal 
Saturday the associations association, an employers' 
have resulted in con- group that handles labor 
frontations "in quite a few relations with CUPE. 
places where we might have In a news release, the 
o therwise  set t led  association welcomed its 
, peacefully." new member, claiming that 
Drawn ~ together in a family reunion in Terrace are But Siedo Tzogoeff of small communities were 
relatives of Grethe and Eric Brorup, hosting visitors Kelowna,'a director off the. realizing the advantages of
from Copenhagen, Denmark, andTeronto, Ont. Jorgen Okanagan Ma in l ine  the association. Reun ion  " " '  Hildebrand, and Ca, and Else Hammer MtmioipalAssociation, says But Thorsteinson said the 
travelled from Copenhagen, while Marianne .Brorup disputes will occur because union does" not understand 
• came west from Toronto. Pictured aboveare a few of the municipal employees can no why Logan Lake would want 
relatives at • family picnic. Left to right, Nina Bartlett, longer achieve all their to join the association, "We 
theBrerup's granddaughter, G ethe Brerup, her sister demands by "muscling" the certainly are not going to 




This newspaper has an opening for a circulation clerk. 
Applicants should have complete knowledge of Terrace 
and area. This is a full t ime salary position.. , 
Applicants should be neat in appearance, be able to 
meet the'public and capable of managing own time. ; 
Your own transportation is necessary. • : 1 
Full ranQe 'o f  companY benefits available. 
Experience would be beneficial but not mandatory:~ 
All applications should be in writing and addressadto, 
• T .E  PUSL ISHER 
THE DAILY  HERALD 
TERRACE;  B.C. 
V8G 484 ~, [~,~ 
i'i*i'~ ..... i"~i ~ . . . . . .  
1 ,. ,, , " 
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Clrculatlo~ (Terrace). 635.6357 
(Klt lmet).  632.6209 
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t 
Published every weekday et 3212 Kalum St. Terrace B.C. A 
member of Varified Circulation. Authorized as second class 
mall. Reglstratlen umber 1201. Postage paid In cash, return 
• postage guaranteed. 
NOTE OF COPYRIGH. T 
The Herald retains full,complete and sole copyright In any 
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I~otogralbhlc ontent published In theHerald. Reproduction 
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Publisher. 
DRUDGERY 
The test of a vocation is in the love' of the 
drudgery it involves, but surely it is cynical, 
even cruel, to tell some workers that they 
should love the drudgery their vocation in- 
.... volves. In many jobs the elements of 
satisfaction and fulfi l lment and meaning are ~o 
:.~ rather slight. 
For  many of us the drudgery in our work is 
- i  
:~ redeemed by the ends it serves', ends of 
satisfaction and self-realization. But for many 
there is little personal  sat isfact ion and self- 
.~. realization in their daily work: for them the 
pr imary  work satisfaction is in the pay- 
~ 'enve lope  which conta ins  money for sub- 
= sistence and for the leisure-time activities in 
which some persona l  sa t i s fac t ion  and 
fulf i lment may be attained. Some jobs put 
:" cal louses on the heart  as  well as on the hands. 
as on the hands. 
But  as  we struggle through life we find that 
+ fulf i lment is not a special quality built into the 
.'- job itself. This only comes through what is put 
into the work though it may not be quite what 
one aspired to. Young people who worry  about 
~ not being able to find a meaningful  work 
should rea l i ze  that  the d imens ion  of 
:~ meaningfulness doesn't  a lwayscome with the 
~ job itself but is discovered and developed in 
=. the working at it. And most jobs,can be come 
meaningfu l  - or at least avoid being 
meaning less  - when one +learns to accept  the 
~: drudgery involved. 




:CP - There is grass growing 
:.~wlld in some parts of the 
.~Kawarthas and area far- 
::mero and forces concernadPOlice are 
. The grass is marijuana, 
~nd eager harvesters of the 
:'weed are a nuisance to 
~anners on whose property 
..:they trespass while looking 
:~or the illicit drug. 
~ Recent ly ,  Ontario 
• ~rovincial Police charged 
:~even persons with 
, _~oosession f marijuana for 
+&e purpose of trafficking. 
:In one incident, police said 
"~hey stopped a car and found 
.~1 pounds of wild marijuana 
.neatly packed in 13 garbage 
" At this time of year it's 
~an annual occurrence," said 
.Cpl. Bel Scott. 
". How the marijuana came 
to grow wild isn't known. 
Scott said the plants found in 
th~ area aren't planted by 
~ultivaters. "Nobedy plants 
ihat stuff. It grows wild, 
l~e milkweed." 
~ One story used to explain 
the presence of the plants is 
that pig farmers in the 
area imported pig ~ecct 
from Mexico and seeds 
~bntained in it were even- 
~ally scattered acroos the 
Thar's hooch in 
'them thar hills 
countryside producing a 
peri~tual crop. 
"It's up to the people to 
make sureit doesn't grow on 
their property," he said. 
The maximum pe ty if 
convicted of cull ~ting 
marijuana is seven years in 
prison. 
Several farmers have 
notified police that 
marijuana was growing on 
their land, said Scott. The 
plants are destroyed when 
found. 
Constable Dave Crnndy of 
the Peterborough RCMP 
said those who harvest he 
wild marijuana re taking a 
big chance because if they 
are convicted of possession 
for the purpose of traf- 
ticking they can receive a 
maximum life sentence. 
The marijuana they 
harvest is of poor quality, he 
added. It has a street value 
of about $15 to $30 an ounce, 
while Columbian South 
American marijuana sells 
for between $50 to $75 an 
ounce. 
"The clim ate here 
doesn't lend itself to 
growing mari juana, , + 
Cruady said. "The stuff 
from Columbia is a lot 
better than the stuff grown 
in lids area." 
, '  c, ooo  
/ '" ,+'~'~ ~ . 
@ ... o~ 
. / . . '~  ~-~,~ ~d~'  .~ 
019,,' Uelve,tol P,e. 5r~d*¢c ~. ~' /~ 
" l  told you to use my insect spray." 
STRA W, DUNG, PEA 7", WOOD, SUNLIGHT 
Looking for new forms of energy 
By CARL HARTMAN 
BRUSSELS AP - Millions of tons of 
straw will be burned or buried after the 
wheat is harvested this summer in 
France. A goveurment .researcher, 
Philippe Chartier, says this isa neglected 
form of energy. 
He wrote in a recent issue of Sciences et 
Avenir Sciences and the Future that if a 
way were found to burn the straw ef- 
ficiently it could be converted into as 
much energy as is produced from 28 
million barrels of off. 
He added that an efficient system of 
converting animal waste into methane 
gas would produce the energy equivalent 
of an additional 28 million barrels of oil a 
year in France.. 
Inventor Harold Bate demonstrated 
the feasibility of using animal waste to 
power an eutomobile in 1973 in Totnes, 
England. He converted pig dung to 
methane gas which propelled his 1955 
model car along a highway at 78 miles an 
hour. He said he used 100 pounds of waste 
to get the equivalent ofa tank of gasoline. 
In Denmark, straw is already being 
burned to produce nergy. Since 1973 two 
concerns have been building straw bur- 
ners to furnish hot water for farmers' 
homes. 
The machine has to be fed by hand. 
Experts at the headquarters of the 
European Common Market in Brussels 
are financing ~the development of an 
automatic feeder. 
They are also interested in a straw 
burner. •developed at University of 
Munich. Two prototypes have been built 
to heat a farmer's house in winter and dry 
his grain in , the summer. 
• Straw burners are only a small part of 
the Common Market's energy program. 
It is arguable whether they would be 
prac.t!cai in.North America where crops 
are nlgger man in Europe but farms are 
farther apart. • The transport cost might 
make straw burners uneconomical there. 
• Another Common Market project is to 
cultivate fast-growing bushes and trees 
for use as fuel in power plants. Poplar 
trees are one possibility. Another being 
tested at Chartier's research station in 
Versaillles is a spike-looking plant from 
Brazil which belongs to the spurge family. 
Ireland gets about 25 percent of its 
electric power by burning peat- a kind of 
soil, rich in organic matter, that Irish 
farmers have been cutting from the begs • 
and using in their fireplaces for centuries. 
Now the Irish government is looking 
toward the end of the century when the 
peat will start giving out. 
Peat is not 0nly combostible, t is also 
highly fertile. The Common Market is 
helping with tests and studi~ on leaving 
some in place and planting both timber' 
for construction and fast-growing 
"biomass" for fuel. 
Much work has been done on the solar 
furnace, an assemblage of, mirrors to 
concentrate the sun's rays and produce 
intense heat •that can make steam to run 
an engine. 
West Europeans claim a lead in the 
field. In 1866 the Frenchmen Augustin 
Mouchot and Abel Piffre built a sun 
reflector engine that impressed Emperor 
Napuleen+III. A few years later they had 
another+ running a small press a t  an 
exhibition in Par i s  and printing a 
newspaper called Le Soleil - the sun. 
Last November, a solar furnace was 
connected to a regular electricity net- 
work, • though the~.link was only ex- 
perimental. The furnace, at Odeillo in the 
Pyrenees Mountains of southern France, 
consists of thousands of small mirrors, 
laid out on a curv~ surface 130 by 160 
feet. 
The+French estimate that solar fur- 
naees in sunny areas will furnish elec- 
tricity at a coot of six to 12 cents a kilowatt 
hour. That wouldmake it competitive In
southern Europe if the price of oil goes up 
appreciably f/'om the present $13.75 a 
barrel. 
Large selar furnacea Would take up a lot 
of expensive real estate in Western 
Europe. A station to produce three 
megawa.tts of electricity would need 
mirrors covering about 14 acres. 
~[n some parts of the world where there 
is no oil and little transport but plenty of 
sunshine, one ~ of solar engine is 
already competitive. A French concern, 
Sofretes, has made a success of one that • 
powers small pumps and elec~c +plants. 
Its president, Jan-Pierre Girardier, 
said he has had little competition so far 
but that American, West German and 
Japanese companies are beginning to get 
interested. 
Sofretes has more than 60 solar pumps 
All that sunny, reeord-brealdng weather we've had Is not Helping to get 'l;errace residents into the appropriate 
likely to repeat i self, so you might as well dig out your mood is ,the Skeena Valley Fall  Fair to be held this 
winter coat and get used to the nippy weather ahead, weekend. 
i 
Spending our way to ruin + 
Ottawa - Something has to be 
terribly wrong with the state of the 
nation when an old companion -in- 
~l overnment-arms, a trusted eutenant, even a buddy, like for- 
mer National+ Capital Commission 
Chairman Douglas Fullerton turns 
on his former commander, Prime 
Minister Trudeau, and blames him 
for the mess, 
Fullerton was more than a federal 
Commission chairman, he was even 
a special adviser to the Prime 
Minister on the future of the '  
National Capital, the blending 
Ottawa and Hull as the bfling 
heart of the nati 
It doesn't matter thac the British 
North America Act the Canadian 
constitution, decrees that Ottawa 
shall be the , Ca])ilel, 
Nor does it matter that the la, w of 
Parliament altd various statutes 
dictate that cer.tain federal 
departments be based in Ottawa., 
• Pierre Trudeau, witha sub- 
missive, passive, rubber stamp 
Parliament, has declared Hul l  
Quebec city, "in" as part of the' 
Capital. 
What relaiy disturbs Fullerton, 
though, is this very Parliament. 
This nothing Parliament. * 
This Parliament, as he has 
branded it, of "massive 
irrelevancy." 
I f  Parliament were merely 
irrelevant~he says, that might• not 
be so 'bad., It could even be a 
manageable problem, one 
Canadians could ignore and go aout 
their business. 
But what~uly is perilous to the 
delicate state of the nervous nation 
is that Papllament not only is 
irrelevant, ~ut malevolent. 
I t  exercises a damaging and 
+ destructive influence on the country, 
he contends. . 
Think about It for a moment. Here 
is the country in danger of dissection 
by the Quebec separatist govern- 
ment. 
Every day Premier Rene 
Levesque and his cabinet of  
militants pump out their 
propaganda nd push out the 
English. 
And every day in Ottawa, Prime 
Minister Trudeau and Parliament 
bicker over the same old petty 
constituency problems and in- 
flationary spending policies and 
programs. 
Finally they spare two days to 'the 
unity crisis. They debate it. But 
they do nothing about it. 
But the rest of the time they're 
busy spending the country into 
bankruptcy; draggingdown the 
dollar to new depths, running up 
production coots' i'ellected initlah}; 
by inflated public service salary 
rates and killing Canadian export 
markets. ' 
Pierre Trudeau and his • cabinet 
\colleagues have been the prime 
. initiators of this policy of ruln, says 
Fullerton, cheered on by+ the 
Liberals of course, and by the New 
Democrats, naturaily, and even by 
the new-style socialist Con- 
vorastives. 
Spending is good. 
Parliamentarians ever lose votes 
by spending, even if all the signs 
point o it heading one and all to the 
poor house. 
"Entitlement" is tlie new' "in" 
word. • 
Everyone In "entitled" the live off 
the state. And none more so than/the 
Honorable Members and Senators 
who have indexed their pensions and 
safeguarded their future financial 
security from the inflation of their 
folly. / 
Some of th~ +Senators even have 
the gall to explain that they accept,,,~ 
appointments ocorporate boards -
setting up a posoible conflictof in- 
terest situation ' because they just 
"can't make ends meet" on the 
partially tax-free annual $36,000. 
"Guy F,.a.wkes," cries Fullerton in 
print, where are 
you now that we need you?" . 
operating in Africa, Mexico, Iran and the 
Philippines. One, in Me.x.ico,generates 30 
kilowatts from collecung plates that 
Cover about half the area of a football 
field. , • 
Sofretes s engines collect he sun's rays 
not from reflecting mirrors, but.~from 
simpler blackened metal plates. Without 
having to revolve with the sun they Can 
concentrate ~nough eat to vaporize an 
easily obtainable fluid like butane and run 
an engine much as steam does. 
Girardier is turning +his attention to 
bigger plants. One, planned for the town 
of Dire in northern Maii, will pump 450,000 
to 450,000gallons of water a day to irrigate 
360 to 400 acres, plus about 160,000 gallons 
for use in the town. In addition, it will 
maintain acold-storage room and provide 
electricity fore small tourist hotel. 
Most of Europe has cloudier weather 
than is suitable for solar heating devices, 
so making them is mainly an expert in- 
. l l , ,nt , , , ,  
~Europe ,  the greatest promise lies in 
photoelectric cells like those used to make. 
powerinr space satellites. These can turn 
+ sunlight directly into electrical energy, 
even in overcast" weather. 
The problem is price. Calls to produce 
One kilowatt of electricity- enough to 'run 
10 100,000 watt light bulbs- cost $15,500 to 
make. That is all right for space/ex- 
ploration, but it won't do for housewives 
+ or industry. 
If the cost can be reduced to about $300, 
as U.S. experts have said they hope to do 
by 1966, this kind of electric power will 
become a paying proposition. 
Indians won't 
sell heritage .... 
KLUKWAN, Alaska CP - 
Some of the rarest North 
American Indian artifacts 
lie in a moulderiug tribal 
elan house in the damp, 
isolated Alaskan villagnat 
Klultwun, An art dealer 
wants to uproot he heritage 
in order to preserve it - and 
the Indians are saying no. 
• The Tllngit Indians resent 
outsiders offering money for 
the treasures of their past. 
The outsiders, however, say 
+their mission is to save 
~ereVious ar t  that will 
teriorat~ +~ff left 'in ~ t~e ~
decaying Whale. Clan House 
here. . 
"llt's our stuff and all of 
a sudden we have buyers 
coming and we don't know 
hew to cope with it," said 
villager Ruth Kasko. 
• Seattle art buyer Michael 
Johnson countered: "What 
if it were decided that the 
Sistine' Chapel should be 
allowed to rot and no one 
should go into see it?" 
The artifacts are a 14-foot 
wood-carved ceremonial 
"worm glrl" dish, a wall 
screen and  four  hand'  
carved house posts. 
Johnson said he would give 
the State of Alaska first 
chance'.to buy them, but 
there also is an international 
market for them. 
Joe Hoteh, village council 
president, said the ~llagers 
nave considered placing the 
artifacts in a museum '+for 4 
Ye~drs, but the old people 
we would lose respect 
for one another." 
Klukwan is a fishing 
yilla~e, of. about 150 people, 
two-thirds of th~ way up the 
Alaska Panhandle in a 
corner of territory that Juts 
into Canada near the British 
Columbia - Yukon border. 
Alaska's native peoples 
have been facing increased 
pressure from art dealers to 
sell 'such treasures as 
ceremonial masks and 
beaddresses, bright-colored 
Chilkat blankets made of 
mountain goat  hair '~md 
hand.carved totem+ poles. 
"This work is considered 
by exl~rts to be the most 
important native-Indian 
carving 'in North American 
history," said Johnson. 
"Their loss would be 
tragic." 
The v lHaBers, however, 
said they have already seen 
seine of their most previous 
artifacts hauled away. 
,, ".This. has been a peaceful 
nine vmage until the last 
couple o f  years,', said 
, ~SKO.  But now you can't 
relax. 
th"You can't sleep because 
ey coine in the night to 
take the stuff." 
• Last year, a trunk filled 
with Klukwan artifacts was 
sold to an art dealer in 
Victoria for $240,500. None 
of the nine persons to be 
paid more than $26,000 
apiece was listed as a Kluk, 
wan resident 
The majeri!y of the 
drtifacts m each 
• house were originally gifts 
from another elan and were 
presented uring elaborate 
ceremonies. 
"When somethinghap- 
pened to one tribe we 
comforted the other house 
and this is what the old 
~eople thought we would 
," Hoteh said. 
 +atr!9 t  
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good for 
business 
• /  
ERIN, Ont. CP o Ken- 
nedy 's  Spec ia l t ies  
Manufacturing Ltd. makes 
10,000 flags a week and 
recently made what may be 
the largest Canadian flag. 
E ight  seamstresses 
worked two days to produce 
the 25 by 60 foot flag. It is in 
ottawa somewhere, all 1,~0 
~uare feet, 30 pounds and 
$1,500 to $2,000 of it. 
""We are quite confident 
it will fly and + fly 
beautifully," said Robert  
Diekson, who founded +the 
company 30 years agoin this 
community of2,000, 15 miles 
northeast of Guelph. 
A last-minnte bout of pro- 
Dominion Day flag-waving 
had the company busy 
making three Canadian 
flags, each 20 by 40 feet, 
which were to hang on the 
walls of the Museum of Man 
and the Museum of Natural 
Science in Ottawa. + 
But Dickson said most 
flags the 30 odd seam- 
stresses inthe crowded two- 
storey building make each 
week are comtiderably 
smaller . . . . . . . . . .  
Canada has Increasingly 
become a nation of flag. 
wavers, since the Second 
World War, he said, but 1955 
was a year to rememberfer 
flag makers. That was the 
.year the Union Jack and the 
Red .Ensign ~vere retired 
and Canada got a new flag. 
It was goal for b~lnese~ 
Dlcksen said, but 'there 
was a lot of '~rd feeling/' 
Last year was also*a 
anner year for Kennedy's 
ue to the Montreal 
Olympics. The 'company 
was busy making flags and 
banners for countries all 
over the world. ' 
45 to 50 percent~ of his flag 
production involves the 
maple leaf, but a healthy 
run on Quebec flags seems 
to be indirectly attributable 
to the `.+ Parti Quebecois, 
Dickson said. 
He mainly buys pro- 
printed flags on continuous 
rolls of nylon but other flags, 
such as the big Canadian ~ 
ones, are made by cutting 
out the individual com- 





: :'::'+Records r ' ' " . . . .  smash:  " d as+ 
. ;i 
Bro¢k 'steals 893rd 
' 1 
SAN DIEGO AP'.- ~ wipa out a runner in front of by stealing two bases Cobb's career, -steals 
~iBroek o fS t .  LOuis Car- him. against San Francisco record, one of baseball's 
dlnals, nlready the holder of BrOck Went on the first Giants. However, he went most durnble, came bet- 
meet of the major league pitch by ~ Diego's Dave hitlessintbreegamesinLes ween 190S-1928. * .The 
baseball's base-stealing Freisieben and catcher Angeles over the weekend, baseball Hall of Famer 
records, stole his 893rd base Dave Rober~s's throw was reaching base only once. played with Detroit hroug_.h 
of hie ce~+eer Monday nlsht wide, as it bad hecn in the and that on a walk with a ear](r~r/36eer~th0rethe~phais 
to shatter the mark that Ty first inning, and Brock slid man aireadyon basein front 
Cobb set 49 years ago. • ' in as  shortstop Bill' Almon of him. A's. 
Block's record breaking dropped the ball.. ,. • Break, however, matched 
came in the seventh inning The contest was ~stopped . The 30 year old St. Louis the record In Just his l~th 
against San Diego Padres . .  for thesecond time as Brock outfielder already holds full season in the" maJo~ 
I~ had tied the record of 893 was mobbed by his St. Louis most of the major league leagues. He played his first 
career steals • in the first team-mates. He .was base-steallng records, in. four maJor leagne games for 
inning, presented second base for eluding 118 thefts in a the Chicago 'Cubs, com~g 
The St. Louis left fielder the second time that season. He set that in 1974, up at the end of the 1961 
broke the record with evening. . breaking the mark of 104 campaign, then put in two 
his.~Gth stolen base of the 13rock had moved to established by Maury Wills full seasons there before 
SeaKMafter he had bounced within a single steal of the ~f the Los Angeles Dodgers being traded to. St. Louis 
into a fielder's choice to ' record last.Thursday night in 1962. during the 1964 season. 
F ina l  rally " 
:fails Nor thmen 
Despite a last.half rally, the Terrace Northmen 
were defeated 14-12 by Eurocan in rugby action at 
Kitmat's Mount Elizabeth School Sunday. 
The Northmen, now counting three losses and nine 
wins, played sloppily during the first hell under 
muddy conditions, allowing Kitimat to rack up 14 
points before half time. 
The Northw,~.n pulled their act together during the 
second haff,,but heir efforts came too little and too 
late, +' with Kil l•at winning the match. 
In the first half, Kitmat's first try was scored by 
John S~aw and converted by Adrian Jones. ,~urscan"s 
' S~cO.nd try was scored by John Cytko and their flhird 
,'y .~y Thornber. 
In the second half, Terrace's. Mike Jaschimki 
scored the Northrcen's first try, with second and third. 
fires scored by ArcMe DeMarchi add A1 Westbrook. 
The Nor throe.% playing about wo games per month, 
have regular matches with other teams in Prince 
Rupert, Prime George and Kitimat. Team members 
~dl travel to Abbotsford over the Thanksgiving 
weekend at the end. of October to compete in an in- 
vltotional tourney with lower mainland teams. 
~'"  " t 
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Top runner 
loses mile 
LONDON Eeuter - Filbert 
Bayi, the world 1,500 metres 
record holder from Tan- 
zania, was beaten in a mile 
Monday, then said he amy 
may run the distance 
against New Zealand's John 
Walker in Vancouver next 
month. 
Beyi said he has been 
invited to a mile match 
-against Walker, the mile 
record holder, on September 
17 in Vancouver. 
"Whether that can take 
aee is up to my country," 
said, "Individual African 
still have the 
unity to prevent us 
ram competing against 
Black Afrlcan natlons 
have prevented their 
athletes from competing 
against New Zealandars 
because of that country's 
sporting contacts with Soqth 
Africa, but since the 
Gleneagles agreement 
between the Commonwealth 
~rime ministers last June, 
icon athletes have laced 
New Zeaianders on several 
occasions. 
Bayi's defeat Monday 
came in the Esmely Can' 
mile at Crystal Pala~e, 
where he finiM)ed second 
behind Britain's Sebastian 
C0e. 
Cos overtook Bayi coming 
and beat him to the tape by 
a fifth of a second in 3:57.68. 
Bayi lost in the same 
" ' New Zealanders. But I want event last year to another. i/!: Former team m te!or oEXpos" ports Standings don'trealiytorunngsinstWalker'andl British runner, Dave when it i .,, Moorcroft. - . 
i :+ii~  • " , i : 
11]~+?~ "~ + + + k ~ i e p " + tripled to ihe right-field OyTHECANADOANPRESS 
An~irJn League MONTREAL CP-  Tony single by Perez off Murray. corner and scored on " ' ' " 
,jT:drl:P:a  O. , . +  
l~wrecked  his former Gary(~artor, whobadaselo ' Griffey'seaerif iceflywhich . .  WL  i~TGBL 
~inefdnoaU.team-matos hy home run in the seventh, leftfielderCYomarJeonared NewYork . 71 S~ .dO0 
drivl~ in three runs with a then rapped adouble off his in foul territory. Boston 74 74.175 3 
two4"an homer and an Rat former team-mate to score Bench put the Reds nhead Baltimore 73 55..570 4 
Mnglein a four-run fifth Perez before scoring bytwo runs when he r Cleveland 6169.459 17 " ~ 1 ~ ~  imdngthatearrledMontreal himself on Del Unser's smashed a 3-2 pitch from Detroit 61 67 .AT/ 15 
EXPOS to a ?.9_ victory over pinch-hit single. Holdaworth ~ over the Mllwnukn ,,, _ . . . _ . . _  In  bus iness  
the Reds in a National Fred Holdaworth, 2-0, who left-fieldwall with one out in Toronto 41 O4.34~ 3~ 
' left the game with a muscle League baseball game the second before Perez tied . . . .  " ~1 W*~ I The Ministry of Economic Development BLOOMINGTON AP - American League baseball Kan--sCl' . . . . .  r~  
Monday night. '. spasm in his right shoulder the score in thethief with Lyman Bostoek's sixth- twi-night doubleheader.. I recommends that busin+ss people improve 
verez, acqusred along after the fifth inning gave up his lSth home run of the ysar _inning ..se.~l~;fly. scor.ed Hisleaccoonted f~,s ix  Chtca0o 72 ss'.m a |  their business and management skills in 
w i th .  left-hander Will aeaorifieeflytoKenGriffey afterCromartie singled with t~.rry ~e ~.-,..me win. rmmmmeope. r . rana~on Texas 725"/~ss0 3',~ i the courses now beinu offered. 
MeEmmey in an off-scuen in the first inning and one out and was forced by rang run onu Mmnosota Schneler pitched 4 2-3 in- California . 61 55 .~ 13~ 
deal which sent pitchers Johnny Bench's 39th home Andre Dawson at second, relief ace Tom + Johnson Rings of scoreless ~ l ie fa8  C0kland 51.77 .3~9 24 I 
Wosdte Fryman and Dale run in the second. " recorded Ida 15th victory as the Twins won 7-6 in 10 in- Seattle ' 53 m .=~ 23 NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  
murray to  the Reds, Don Stanhouse came on to Cincinnati had a miner the Twins defeated Toronto " ohms. l~le,  who tripled, MondeyResults i 
smashed his home nm ln the relieve Holdsworth and threat.in the'fifth when, Blue aays @5 to complete a doubled and singled twice, NewYorkSKonusClly3 iCOLLEGE/TERRACE • 
inning off loser _Daug recorded his fifth save of the Dave Concepcion singled to sweep of Monday's knocked in three" runs and ~ MlmlesotaT.~Toronto~.5 
I .~al~illa, 6-6, alter the ~ year as the Expos stretched left with one out, stole . " ' scared .ti~'ee.' i ., . ~altimoredCallfornla 1 . 
(ACCI )  
4 
naaseoredalngleranslntlze their home field unbeaten second and moved to third m . i n  Hisle als6 enjoyed a ' Cieve!and9Chicago__2 
fll:S...ttwoimm~.S. . . streak to four' gmnes. ' ' onHoldsworth'swildpltch. " 1.4rlt11~'I/S_ productive second game Os_kt.andeBosten7 I BOOKKEEPING l 
,llm run-~corlng eagle m The Reds, fighting But capilla .bonnceda 3-2 • uvvu~•v th  hits scorin voesy-s~mes I BUSINESS MACHINES 
. . . . . .  and driving h is  1~*i~ "_ . . . . . .  .. . i lhe fifth came after .Dave desperately to gain ground pitch to third baseman with ree , . • h,~i,  " ' • Chicegoat Cleveland N I P 
r~Dl l lo rn la  O1' Ua l t l rnoro  N Cash led off with a smipe on the fr0nt-running ~ Larry Parrish who threw lA IRD' tO  nm of the season . . . . . . . . .  ERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
endscored Montreal's i l~d  Angeles Dodgers in the NL Concepclnn out at home and iW am m~,~ ~mo au~man Minn~atd'n'n uaxiononvuossonx 1 
run on Warren Cromarie,s West', led 1-0 after the first then'Pete Rose flied out to . . . .  BOSTON .5.1) - Roome" laura" ""Y" . . . .  ri'n "---"S-v-"e~le . . . . . . . . .  Saattlont New York N. •1 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
~th double of the season, inning when Joe Morgan end the inning. . . ' L/~qroI1.a1.MllWaUXnem MitohellPagedrllleda p ir doubleheaders, enabled the Texas at Kansas eltv N 
t h i  o . . . . . . . . . . . .  • of home x~qs, .the second Twins to vault par C cog W~d-- .~.a-- - -  PRINCIPLES  OF  SUPERVIS ION 
breaking a tie with One one.  and Texas into second place C~ll~ml"~ Atm~lA|f'~m'"mr~ A ! Late homer saves out in the  ninth inning as in the American League Cl 'e 've l "an 'o t - -B~t"~' " :  
~+ • , • . . . . .  OnklmmdA'sedgddBeston.~ West, ~ .2½.. games : behind +, iSaattleatNfr, vYorkN, i ~ ~ r t h e r  , 
. :'::i ' • 7 i nan  AmericAn : : ~  :.:Fmneaa + blW. ;" ::!i " '+ ~rottntMilw~iukwN ' n i n fo rmat ion  phone 635-65fl .  + "-" ...... 
,NEW YORK AP . Chris reliver :Daws Bird, after shot came asa pinch hitter basebellgamedtspito three . The Twlas -  tlecl a ms.)or TexesatKsn~sCtb, N ' homers by RedSox sluq~er league 'record ter: extra- OaklandatMInn~iotaN I 
Chamblim hit a three-run SteveMingorl, l-4,ailoweda for Johnson: ' Jim Riee. , imm~ng games in the opener " i . /~  Provin~eof Ministryof 
homer with two out in the one-out single to Thurman The Royels, who began Page, who had a triple by recording six doable - I I~tKI Bdtish Columbia Economic :' 
eighth ' inn.!ng 'Monday, Muns0n'and a two-out single play three games ahead of wasted in the first lnningl plays, although the record NationalS, g , .  I ~'~ Development 
giving New York Yankees a to Lou' Piniella. Chicago in the American belted his 15th homerof the for a niue-inning game is Ees! " 
5-3 win over Kansas City The homer wiped ut a 3-2 League West, lost for only season with two runners on seven. The Blue Jays also w L Pct. GBL | ~ '  
Royak in a controversial Kansas City lead built when the second Umein their last 
American League baseball George Brett and Cowens ': 
hit the 26m and 27th home make-up game. 
'~ Chambliss, fighting a runs off Catfish Hunter this 
recent batthsg slump, was season. 
the' first batter to face Brett his a ~olo homer in 
• . the fourth and Cowens gave • Homer the lead in the sixth when he hit a two-run 
, shot after Brett's one-out starts Mngle. 
Royais' starter Paul 
: :. . Splittorff was relieved by  . .  I ly  M/agora in the seventh after 
' " r~ l  allowing seven hits, in- 
. ~ . eluding a solo homer by Cliff 
fifth which gave the 
Yankees a brief 2-1 lead. 
base in the'fifth to tie the find a record bv grounding ~iladetphb 79 ~0.,612 
into sdx d b ~lavs Pittsburgh 76 SS all0 4 13 games. Thb Yankees, score 5-5 and lined a.shot off _._ ___ _ou le ._ . . 
who began ~e~ day two Boston relief ace Bill " ChlcaOo 70 ~ ~ Johnson, 15-6,b lanked_ . .  .~  • 
~Pm,--" . . . .  r the ~_,1 3 2 3 {)t. LOUIS 71 60 ,~  9 games ahead of Boston in Campbell, 1~-9, into theRed .uru.., ,or© .,-m - . .,_,_.., . . . . . . . . .  
S0x bullpen in the ninth. ,  innings of .the .nightcap' as " "  . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  . NewYork 51 70 395 28 TheA'spulled~toaT-Ttie the Twins finished the ,,,.., ' . 
Kansas City manager in the eighth after Mammy season with a 9-1 record i..o~Anmeles " "79  52 d03 
Whltey Herzeg, incensed at Sangulllan drew a one-ou( .against he exl~a~.ion..Blue • clncin~tll 70 62 153 9~ 
having .his team .o'rd~red walk from Jim Willoughby. days/ . . . .  . . ~l-loustm 62 69 .473 17 
back to New Yorkonits first Speedster Sheldon Mallory Rod Carew banged out "San Francisco 61 71 '462 le~ 
ran for Sanguillnn and, with five hits in the doubleheader, San Diego 57 75 .~  23 
two out,* stole sccand and and increased his major ~ Atlanta ' 48 02.3~ 30,/~ 
scored on Jim Tyrone's league-leading ,batting • Monday Results 
hit, a single to right, average to .~T~., , Montreal 7Cincinnati2 
Rice h i tMs  31st homer Bob Gorinsld'a Sacrifice , Phlladelphla3Atlonta2 
the American LeaGpe East, 
have won 19 of 22. ~ 
scheduled ay off in almset 
.three weeks to make up .q 
July 35 postpone•ash 
,displayed his angler by 
stating three of his starting 
pitchersbesides Splittorff .in 
the starting line-up.- 
three and replaced them 
with his regulars in the first 
FOR SALE 
into "the, centre-field 
bleachers as  the leadoff 
batter in the second inning. 
He lined another solo shot in 
fly scored Hisle with .the 
winning run in the opener. .  
Hisle led off the 10th inning 
With a double off loser Rom 
San Diego 4 St. Lo~ln 3 
Los Angeles 4 Chicago 1 
Today's hmes  
Cincinnati at Montreal N ~LAND AP - Duaue 
Kulper'n first major league Chamblise's game-winnlng inning. ' the third and had a single in Murphy, 1-2, and .went to  
home ran in almost 1,400 att- . , ,  Win.er walks in the fourth before he secked third on a fly bail by ~ch  , bats touched off a three- ho~ner barrage in the flrst~ his thlrd-hemer of the game' : Chiles before G~inski, hit. a ' 
~'~ af ter  CarT Yastrzemski long fly which left' fielder hu~ng and Cleveland In. singled with one ont in the John Scott caught at the (Hans. went ,on to beat  sixth to gNe the Red Son s 7- base of the wall. 
6 lead .  Hutton walked and Mike Willis, S.0, gave up 
runners advanced on a wild Oakland reliever Doug three hits and two runs in 
pitch. Ted Size•ore was Bait'; 3-2, struck out Rice in just two-thirds of an ~ng 
then intentionally walked to_ the eighth and picked up the to become the loser intbe 
load the bases, victory. . second game. 
Chicago.White Sox 9-2 PHiLADEPHIA AP-  
Monday night in an Reliever Steve Hargan 
American League baseball walked four batters in the 
pme behind Rich Waits' 14th.inning to force in the 
~:  ~I~llte~ winning run as Philadelphia 
~mpad off to Phillies beat Atlanta Braves 
a S-0 lead in the first inning 3-2 Monday night in a 
against Steve Stone, 13-10, Natt.onal League baseball 
on homers by ~inpcr, Andre game. ' r 
Thornton and Bruce Bochte. The victory snapped a 
The•tea's homer was an five-game losing streak and 
shot. He increased the Phillies' lead 
over the left in the National League East 
field fence in the seventh to four games over idle 
nmpw , ,  ~inn~f" '~-,'who came to ' ' e  Pittsburgh. " • 
majors for 8ood in 1975, ]tit , Gre8 Luzinski walked to 
q 
Ida first homer in 1,383 open the 14th and stole 
major league at-bats. The second as Jerry Martin 
ballwas a 360-foot drtveinto struck out. After Barry 
the HghL  field seats,-. 'Feats popped up, Tommy 
Atlanta at Philadelphia N 
New York at Houston N 
St. Louis at San Diego N 
Pittsburgh organ Franclsca N 
Chicago at Los angeles N 
Wednesday Oamu 
Plfloburgh at San Francisco 
Cincinnati at AAontrml A 
Atlanta at Plillodelphlo N 
New York at Houston N 
St. Louis at San Dingo N 
Chicago at Los angeles N 
$16000.00 
REAOV TO |0  
F ISHINB 
ANn OAiiNNe 
Twin Station Control . Bennot Trim Tabs 
New Chevy 350 CU. Inch Dual Batteries 
Engine lawrence Depth Soundar 
Two Burner Stove, Ice Box 5000 LB. Trailer With Barkeo 
Sink and 20 Gel. Fresh Water Rod Holders And Extra Prop 
Tank Small Engine Mount On Out 
Full Width Transom Platform Drive 
Six Speakers and Stereo 
CUSTOM SPORTS CENTRE LTD.  
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MONTREAL WORRIED 
Strong Eskimo team 
tests unbeaten AIs 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
Montreal Alouettes' track 
record against Edmonton 
Eskimod doesn't speak 
highly of their chances to 
maintain their unbeaten 
streak when the teams clash 
in one of two Canadain 
Football League in- 
terlecking games tonight. 
In 16 regular-season i - 
terlecking games between 
the two clubs over the years. 
Montreal has won three 
-and tied two. Only one of 
those victories occurred in 
Edmonton, site of tonight's 
match. 
Alouettes coach Mary 
Levy doesn't hide his 
respect for the Eskimos who 
are tied with Saskatchewan 
Roughriders for second 
place in the Western Con- 
ference. 
;"They grind it out very 
well and they don't turn it 
over very often," said Levy, 
who rules out a repeat of the 
performance Edmonton 
staged in losing 27-22 to 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats last 
week. 
In tonight's other game, 
the Tiger-Cats meet the 
Blue Bombers in Winnipeg. 
That game will be televised 
nationally by CBC starting 
at 9 p.m. ElYr. 
Montreal has made a few 
roster changes as they try 
for their seventh straight 
win, the most notable being 
the  addition of former 
Calgary, Stampeders run- 
ning back Rick Galbes. 
Galbos, credited with 
making key blocks for Willie 
Burden while playing in 
Calgary, replaces injured 
Andy Hopkins. 
"Galhes made it possible 
for Burden to get those two 
or three vital steps which 
game him the acceleration 
to move into high gear," 
said Levy.. 
"He's also the kind of 
back who can read a blitz 
and react instantly. He can 
ilndependence 
f rom cut 
o .  
:NEWPORT, R.I. AP - Ted 
Hood's new 12 metre yacht 
Independence  was 
eliminated from the 
Aineriea's Cup final defence 
series Monday by the New 
Y~rk Yacht Club's selection 
committee. 
The committee's decision 
c~ne after Hood had lost 
fotw straight races in the 
August series. And, 
ir~ically, that loss came at 
thk hands of lndevendence's 
sister yacht, ~uragsous, 
the 1974 defender skippered 
b~ Ted Turner. 
Independence lest by one 
minute., 23. seconds, in 
Monday's raee~-:and the 
c olnmittee decided it would 
be~ unnecessary to hold a 
s~ond race in the af- 
ternoon. 
-The decision leaves 
Courageous and Enterprise 
to::battie until Sept. 8 to 
determine which boat will 
d~end the cup for the 23rd 
thole. 
as Saturday, the day In- 
dependence lest twice to 
Enterpr i se ,  Hood 
sp~ulated that two boats 
would be dropped at the 
same time late in the series 
times had been so close. 
-But that was not the case 
on: Monday, when 
COurageous, the heavy 
fa.vorite to earn defence 
honors, won her ninth race 




TORONTO CP - . I ona  
mC~ml~agnolo, federal fitness 
nlster, says companies 
producing healthy foods 
should start sponsoring 
sports events because most 
promotibns now come from 
firms which contribute to a 
detrimental lifestyle. 
She said it is a moral and 
ethical dilemma that beer 
and tobacco companies 
have been the big con- 
tributors. 
:'There's no point in 
discouraging them from 
contributing, but I'd like to 
see other people supporting 
spSrts as well," she told a 
luncheon Saturday for 
C~nad ian  Nat iona l  
Exhi+ bition directors. 
only one loss, while In- 
dependence slipped to 3-8. 
Enterprise badthe day off 
and stood at 4-7. 
Meanwhile, in the final 
series to select achallenger, 
Australia, sldppered by 
Noel Robins, overcame a 
half-minute deficit at the 
s tar t  and defeated Sweden's 
Sverige by a 5-second 
margi n Monday. 
The victory gave 
Australia, alan Bond's new 
12 metre yacht from Perth, 
a 3-0 lead in their best-of- 
seven series and virtually 
elainehed Bond's second 
consecutive try at wresting 
the cup away from the 
United States. Bond was 
owner of the unsuccessful 
1974 challenger, Southern 
Cross. 
also catch the ball  and fight 
for another f ive or six yards 
after he's caught it. He!s 
my kind of back." 
In other changes, Phil 
Boyce will play the wide 
receiver spot place of Joe 
petty who has been given his 
release, and Dan Yechum 
returns to the lineup at 
offensive tackle. Gabriel 
Gregoire again will 'play 
defensive nd in place of 
injured Junior Ah You. 
Edmonton also is ex- 
pected to field one or two 
new faces after cornerback 
Roy Painter, burned for a 
touchdown 'by Hamilton's 
Mike Harris last week, was 
placed on waivers. 
The Eskimos have yet to 
announce who will replace 
Painter, a fill-in for regular 
Joe Holliman. But they 
have two players on five-day 
trials; Horace Perkins, a 
cut from Miami Dolphins of 
the National League, and an 
unident i f ied  cornerback 
from New York Jets. 
Eskimos head coach Hugh 
Campbell said quarterback 
Tom Wilkinson has fully 
recovered from a slight 
ankle sprain but running 
back Larry Washington still 
is bothered by a groin in- 
jury. 
More cl~anges are ex- 
pected in the Hamilton and 
Winnipeg lineups. 
Veteran guard Chuck 
Liebreck has returned to 
action for the Bombers but 
there .is some doubt that 
receiver Mark McDonald 
will play after he suffered a
dislocated finger in practice 
on the weekend. 
Jim Harris, recently with 
Calgary, is in the Winnipeg 
camp but McDonald's pot 
likely will be filled bySlade 
Willis, formerly of the 
Tiger-Cats and British 
Columbia Lions. 
.Hamilton's lineup is 
relatively intact with the" 
~xception of the defensive 
backfield. Ron Meekes, a 
recent cutfrom New York 
Giants, is a newcomer 
there, and could "fill the 
vacancy left by the release 
Larry Bmne, 
an Eastern a l l - s tar  last 
year who couldn't make a 
comeback after suffering a
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T.V.  GUIDI  
if 
your son is 
aler t  and  ' 
vigorous 
earning good marks at School 
and eager for a challenge, 
St. Michael's University School, 
Victoria. offers a high-quality, 
"al l -round" education. 
ALL  L IST INGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE *WITHOUT NOTICE  
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Dan Dalley 
' Jack Oakle 
:45 June Havoc 
Wheel of Fr|endly Giant 
Fortune !! !+' ": 'A/ton Aml '~ 
• It's Anybody's Mr. Dressup 
Guess , /~'. Dress~p 
Sh~t For ' -Sesame 
TheStars , Street 
Chlco And . Sesame 
~ n , . . .~DL.~~ S t r e e t ~  
"Hollywood Summer '77 . 
Squares Summer '77 
Da'ys of' Summer '77 
Our Llves CBC News 
Days of ' Wild 
Our Lives Kingdom 
The Doctors Death Valley 
The Doctors Days 
' Another . All In 
World The Fatally 
Another Edge 
• World Of Night 
Movie T ke '~ 'a~"~ 
"When My Thirty 
,.Baby Smiles . Celebrity. 
At Me" Cooks 
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The L~te Show 
:'Tlmbuktu" 
Victor Mature " 
Yvonne de Carlo 
Jeqn Cannem . 





















































Another I Sesame 
World Street 









Cant' . . , 
10 a.m, to § p.m. 
Price Is.:~.,~.~, . , :  
• .Right .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




















Di na h ! 
Dinehl 
FOR SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AND 
P,o,E ,E coLLEcT  EATURIN  AS ILLUSTRATED 
~l~1,='~ '~ J ohn  Schaf f te r  M.A., ...SOME, THING DIFFERENT!!! 
m ~ 
~ " - - - -~~ ~j~" - m !r~--'?~,4ih~ ~, Headmaster, ,:,1+ , ~~_. : , '~  
\-"~'~-~ ST. MICHAEL'S TRI~ FONDUE SUPPER ~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  POROEUIH 
J|v UNIVERSITY SCHOOL ,,n,: , ' ENAM 
' EL 
3400 Richmond Rd.,Victoria, B.C. veP 4P5 SET OF 6 -FORKS 
,1,. ~ -  2~19 
~ p 
I 
Ribbons for the 1977 Exhib i t ion  have 4 now ar r ived .  
Th.e board regrets the inconvience of the late a r r lvo  I. 
If you wish ewardbd r ibbons mai led  to you 
,Please Wr i te :  
Pr ince George Exhib i t ion 
Box 955 '  
Pr ince  George ,  B.C. 
f 
I + +,  
GORDON & IANDERSON: 
635-6574 LTD. 4606 LAZELLE AVE 




FOR A JOB  
LOOKING 
FORH= 
The Herald, 3212 Kelum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
• . Phone 635-6357 - Terrace 
Subscription rates: Slngle Copy 
20 cents.. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
540.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
per year.. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
~1.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa" and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classlflecls due 24 hours prior to 
desired ay of publleatlen. $2,00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads.'- 
I. Coming Events 
Welg ht Watchers meeting held 
ever~ Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Kno> United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
.Terrace Duplicate ,Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tueeday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to. attend. , For pert. 
nershlp or Information phone' 
635.7356. (CTF) 
Tho rnhiil Calorie Counters 
meet every.Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrnce and Thornhill. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and ,tth Thur. 
sday'every month-at 0 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (dr) 
INCHES AWAY C LUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Informatlen phone 635- 
2841 or 635.3023. 
Karmode Four Wheelers 
Meetings Ist Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
furth~ Information phone 
3442. 
Meeting ~-'- Terrace B.I:;.O.E. 
(Elks:Lodge). First and Third 
ThurSday ot month. O.O.R.P.. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Sec~rtd aDd~Fot~rth Monday of 
Nelghbourhood garage sale: 
September 3,197/10:00 a.m. till 
2:00p.m. 3925 Paqu~tto. Also 
sotof drums and pool table. 
Phone 635.4761 "or 635-2750 (p- 
21,22,1,2). " 
/ 
14. Business .Personal 
Webb Refripration 




Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
: And Ranges (~) 
E. w. landscaping 
Box 454, Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trsea, 
shrubs, eta. Complete Tree 
Care. Insect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing &. Contr,¢t Blasting 
635-4993 . 
" EUGEN WOESTE 
(c.20,21,22 end of "Sept.) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Estimates. Phone LLS.5016 
or 638-1231. (ctf) 
• Golden' Rule: Odd lobs for the 
[obless. Phone 635-~535. 3238. 
Kalu'm. (df) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household, repairs. Phone 635. 
5076 or 630-1231. (ctf) 
15. Found 
Found: 1 bike: Owner may 
have by identification. RCMP 
notified. Phone.635.7625 (p.21) 
19. Help Wanted 
General office help required for 
small office. Reasonable typing 
speed ~ssentlel.' Reply tg Box 
1162 the Dally Herald, stetlng 
experience and salary ex- 
pectecl. (elf) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
licence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi. 635.2242. (ctf) 
Reliable person or couple to 
earetake apartment complex In 
Kltlmat. Light duties, good 
renumeratlon. Phone coiled 
526.7805 days. or 594-9541 
evenings, (c-21,22,1,2) 
19. Help Wanted 
POSiTiON VACANT . Chile 
Care Worker, for Intermediate 
School Commencing September 
7 (approximate). 
JOB DESCRIPTION. Working 
In a special education program 
Involving a teacher, ap- 
proximately 10 students and the 
child-care worker. 
Students range from ten to 
fourteen years, male and 
female, mum are behaviorally 
disturbed and disruptive In a 
regular classroom. 
Counselling of $'todente, as 
well as regular contact with 
parents, Intensive-ram.to-one 
relationship with child outside 
the classroom slhJation and 
soiling up prngrsma for the 
child as reinforcement for good 
bohavlour Inside the clusronm. 
Progranl IQvelvas activities 
outside the classroom. • 
QUALFICATIONS - Applicants 
should possess a vehlde. 
should pease u a groat deal of 
perelatence, patience, and have 
a high frustration level. 
HOURS OF WORK~- 35 hour. 
weak, peulMy some weekend 
work. 
Aftarneen and evening work 
primarily. 
Applications available or 
lend resume to: 
Community Resources 
4603.D Park Avenue 
Terrace, 6;C. 
• VaG 1V5 
(c-16-4) 
Wanted: Foreman for coastal 
trelght operation at Kltlmef. 
Previous supervisory ' ax- 
parlance and knowledge of 
.general cargo would be an  
asset. Please reply In writing, 
with full resume and related 
m(porlence to: The Manager,- 




Terrace School District 
requires accommodation 
listings for toochars. Phone 635. 
4931. (p-2h22) ~-...~ ': 
24. Situations Wanted 
I will do babysitting In my 
home. Phune ~-74.T/(df) 
Babysitting- available, your 
hours, tralnnd supervision, 
large playground (fenced and 
equipped); large Inside play 
area, on quletstrest. Phone 635- 
3187 or 438-83~ (p-22A) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
For sale: 750 .Suzokh good 
running condition. Roe|enable 
offer. Phone635.~146. Leave 
name and phone number. 
For Sale: CB350 motor~cle. 
Priced low to sell... No 
telephone, View at 216 'Cedar 
Race Apectmanta Walsh Ave. 
(I)-21,1,2) 
IFor Sale: 1977 Honda Civic, I
Iwlth sun roof, radial tires mage,| 
iwlll accept elder, pickup asl 
Idow. payment. Phone ~S-S,~7.1 
33. For  Sa le -  Misc.  
I 
FURNITURE SPECIAL 
By night a bed sofa and chair 
~'om • S299.95. 
| Piece kitchen suite • $99.95. 
Single dressers from . 599.95. 
39" Maflrsu or box spring from 
• $.59.95. 
Fred's Furniture Ltd. 
4434 Lake~ea Ave. 
Second Floor 
(dr) 
Excellent horse hay S1.00 a bale 
In tim field I;1.50 a bale In the 
barn. Phone e4&S500.; (p.7.2=) 
"For some real bargains In used 
women's and children's 
clothing, household Items and 
toys see the selection at the 
Kltlmat Workshop at* el0 W~ 
Coh/knbla St. at Rlvarlodge. 
Open 9 to  • 4 weak, 
days..,donetlons welcomed. 
(otf) , 
Newphay for sale: R. Perry, 
.Wondcock, B.C. Mailing ad- 
dress: Box I~, Klhvanga. 
Phone .113-849.5404 (P- 
For Sale: Portable office 
building used for 9. months as a 
four doEtor's clinic who are new 
permanent bull~lng. Write J. 
Sumner, 11743 • 224th St., 
Honey, B.C. V2X 6A4. Phone 
463.4141. (p.21) " - 
In ag the Taz~an filme 
the' famous ape man never 
once uttered the phrase,, 
"Me Tarzan. yOU Jane." 
33. For Sale . Misc. 
• FOr Sale: lV~ yearold Kenmore 
15 cu. ft. frost free frldge and 
easy clean stove. $600 phone 
63,5-4656. (p-21,22,1,2) 
3V~ ton Sat~ $900 or best offer. 
Phone 635-6~67 or write to Box 
1144 care of Terrace Herald, 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace, B.C. 
VBG 2M9 (I)-21,22) 
39. Boats & Engines 
13~' Wooden boat, 20 horse 
West Ben outboard, remote 
controfe. Phone 638.1973 (c- 
20,21,22) 
17' boat and Shoreline boat 
trailer and 50 horsepower 
motor. Phone 635.~508 (c- 
19,21,22 end of sept) 
41. Machinery for Sale 
1974, 977L Cat with .1976 20" 
Oroft feller I~ncher, 3V= foot 
bucket. RAPS. Glassed cab. 
1976 ART Patrick Log Loader. 
RaPS 10months old; Phone 295. 
3506or 295-6160. (p-21) 
1977 John Desre 540B Line 
Sklddel, in new condition, 300 
hours, tires 23.1)(26.95 percent. 
1976 Cat 518 Line Skldder 561 
Gearmatlc winch, tires 23.1x~6, 
16 ply 85 percent; used only 900 
hours, In new condition. 1973 
John Dears NOA Line Sklddar In 
good condition, fires 23.1)(26, 60 
percent; prise $17,000. D. 
Martin Equipment, Kamloops. 
Phone days 372-5642,. eves 374- 
1504. (p.21) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for real wlth kltchen and 
llvlng room fecilltles on the 
bench. 635.3971 (eft) 
For Rent: Room In spacious 
shared Thornhlll duplex. 
Kitchen, living room and 
basement ~facllltles . . . . .  ~ L ~ a 
month PlUS utilities. Phone Bill 
er Janey at 635.4232 (sift 
For Rent: 3 bedroom:duplex. 
In Thornhlll. Frldge 4nd stove 
INCLUDED. Phone 635.6694. 
47. Homes for Rent 
For Rent: Large 3 bedroon 
house, with full basement ahd ' 
garage. Close to town end 
schonls, on 3S02 Hanson $325 per 
month. Phone 635-2676 (•21,22) 
FOr Rent: 2 bedronm house. 
Frldge and stove Included. 
Available September 1, 1977 
phone 635-3677 (p-21) 
~8. Suites for Rent 
i0 r ' 
2 bedroom suite, frldge and 
stove. For information phone 
(p;21) 
For Rent: 2 bedorom suite with 
a storage room, frldge and 
stove. Dining room. Phone638. 
1506 (p•J11,22) 
3 bedroom basement suite for 
rent: Frldge and stove In- 
cluded. Phone 638.1346 (p. 
21,22,1,2) 
2 bedroum apartment, electric 
heat, frlclga and stove. Free 
laundryfacllltles. No pets. $1~ 
per month. 3145 River Drive 
Phone 635-6445 (elf) 
KEYSTON E COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. On( 
Iwo and three bedroom apart 
meats. Laundry& Storage 
area., Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
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CEDAR PLACE 




New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom sulte~ 
• for rent. Frldge, stove; 
drapes, carpet, ree area, 
sauna and pool table, wlth 
securlty enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
[ctf) 
I I 
Luther  Crowell  
invented the paper  bag !n 
1867; 
t 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, August 30, 1977. PAOI~ 7 
: '7  
48. Suites for Rent 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Uffte Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers 
only. Phone 6354611. (ctf) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom suite with 
frldge and stove. Has hardwond 
floors, wood paneling• and 
electric heat. Good for small 
family. No pets please. Phone 
after 8 p.m. In Thornhill. (p. 
18,19,20,22,2) Phone 635.4648 
3 Bedroom Row Homing Suites. 
Full ~sement, IV= baths, half 
Olock from schools, 5 minute 
walkfrom town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6-" 
month lease. Apply" Sul~ 121. 
4529 Str;,~me. tdf) - " 
49. Homes for Sale 
For Sale: Bungalow hopue 4 
years old, 3 bedrooms with 
many extras. Asking ~ price 
~,S00. Phone 635.2957 (p-2. 
2 bedroom house' with electric 
stove, frlc~e and electric water. 
hedt. OII huetlng. On a big 
double lot for sale. Reduced 
price for quick sole. For further 
Information ~ phone 635-2170 (p• 
20,21,22) 
For Sale: Attractive, modern, 
mobile home. On a very large 
mostly landscaped lot. 85x226'. 
Situated adlacent to Thornhlll 
Golf Course on dead end street; 
Phone 638-1507 (c.20,21,22,1,2) 
52.  Wanted  to  Rent  
Wanted: young,couple looking 
for house to rent. Outside of 
Terrace with a few acres of land 
to work with. WIliljng to do 
repairs on house. Write to RR2 
McConnell & Marshall, 
Terrace, B.C. (c•21,22,1) 
56. Business Opportunity 
We have created a monster- 
unique business aub-c~ntractlng 
'to bulldera and home-owners. 
Started 1975 by man end wife 
part.time, Grossed 531,000 In' 
1976 In SS days ofa~turat work 
and growlng Sou blg~o handle. 
Come and loin us • we will train 
you ! Small Investment 
required. Will produce a 
,solid Income. Sure beats 
working. One opening only this 
area. 465-5789, 530-4g~.P.O. 
Box 570, Pitt Meadows, B.C (c-, 
21) 
57. Automobiles 
197().Ford Custom, F.ouf! doer 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, " 
automatic, so00 or best offer. 
Phone"6a.~m or ~ (ctf) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 4x4, Vz ton. 
With radial tires, built.In radio• 
tape deck. Best reasonable 
Offer. Phone 635.4561 after 6 
p.m. and ask for Call .(cff) . 
Transfers. Plates - Sales T~ x . I 1 ,
See Wlghtman & Smith • 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
I.akelso Ave. Terrace. 
Saturday. (ctf) 
For Sale: Truck and Camper, 
197/G.M.C. Sierra Classic, 1977 
Frontier 10' camper. Both of 
these are 2 months old.' Phone 
635-S839 (c.0.2~) 
Wanted: a 1972 or newer GMC 
ton pickup, 4 speed. Phone 
635.7558 between 5 p.m;. 7 p.m. 
Or leave a message at 63&~11 
Ext. 259 (c.1~.-2) 
1916 Capri Ih V6 2,0 Iltre, 4 
speed, steel radials, IS,S00 
miles, 54,500 or best offer. 
Phone 632.7205. (c.20,21,22) 
19/5 'GMC Slbrra Classic 
Camper Special. 454 V8 engine; 
Dual fuel tanks, air con- 
dltlonlng. P.S., Disc brakes, 
Radio, heavy duty. suapeflslon,, 
7.50)(16 tires, split rims, new 
exhaust system end rear . 
brakes. 
1976 Vanguard Camper, I~xg" 
dual propane cycllndePs; 
propane frldga and 3.burNIr 
stove. Sleeps 5. Phone 65.1.4601 
(C-21,22,1,2) 
Waldo Hanehett  
inVented the.dentist's chair ; 
in 1848~ . . . . .  : ' " "- 
I 
$7, Automobiles 
i l d  
For Sale: 1974 F.350 Ford 
Custom pickup. P.S., P.B., 
radio, dual tanks, rigged for 
camper. In excellent cendltlon. 
Phone 635.5371 (c.21,22,1,2) 
1972 Vega .G.T. Hatchback 4 
speed }ranemlasion. 42,000 
mllea. Good condition. Phone 
435.9716 after 5 p.m. (p•21,1,2) 
58. Mobile Homes 
For Sale: A 10x~, 2 bedroom 
trallar,~Can be bought rental 
purchase *Phone 635.2~2 (p- 
20,21,22). 
For Sale: 1948 12)(52 Knight 
Trotter. Make an offer. Call 
635-7451 (p•21,22,1,2) 
65. Mortgage Money 
MORTGAGE money any 
amount (~ years amortization) 
1st mortgage from 10 per,.-e~, 
~nd mortgage :frOm 12V~ per. 
cent. Residential, Commercial, 
Builders Interim Business 
Loans. J.D. Phllllpo Capital 
C~'poratlon, 10673 King George 
Highway, surrey, B.C. V3T 2)(6. 
Phone 508.0411. (p-21,22,1,2) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: 20' Vanguard motor 
home on a Ford chessls for 
further Information phone 635. 
3430 (p~21,22,1,2) 
i r  S.C. Travel Trailer. Good 
condition. Asking $2500. To see 
ask for • Steve Christian at" 
WAgner Shows "rue and Wed. 
only. (p-21,22) 
Link Fats, 
Chdesterol "to l 
of every 2 Deaths 
.:A iep0rt .~ re!eased by==. 
Health and Welfare Canada 
urges Canadians to reduce 
the 'amount of fats and 
cholesterol inOrder to lower 
the dsk of heart disease, 
The report of the Com. 
mittee on Diet and Cardio. 
Vascular Disease, whic5 ex- 
plored the link between diet 
and heart disease, says that 
heart and blood, vessel de. 
seascs now cause one of 
every two.deaths inCanada 
and costs our  economy 
over SI.2 billion per year. 
Besides urging Canadians 
-to reduce the risk of heart 
..disease by keeping fit, eat- 
ing .according t0 the guide- 
lines in Canada's Food 
Guide, and not smoking, . 
• the independent committee," ' 
of experts made specific ,., 
dietary recommendations. 
-Canadians should reduce 
the amount of fats they cat ( 
from the current average of 
40 per cent-of total ca]odes, ( 
down to 30-35 per cent. 
-A  maximum of 400 milli. ( 
grams of cholesterol dally .d 
(one ~iverage sized egg con. 
tales 252 milligrams). 
-Canadians should adhere 
to a diet containing less 
alcohol, salt and .refined 
sugars and more whole grain 
products, fresh fruits and 
vegetah]es. 
- in  any diet, Canadians 
should, strive for the proven. 
tlon or control of obesity 
either through eating less or 
exer{:ising more, but they 
should'be careful thatthey 
continue toeat the neces. ,( 
saw vitamins and minerals. 
Dental Health Bad 
-. Fluoridation. proper nu. 
trition, and public education 
.programs, a~e necessary to 
Improve the dental health of 
Canadians, states the Nuhi. 
tion Canada Dental Report.' 
just. releiised by Health & 
Welfare Canada. 
Major findings of the survey 
are: 
i, Dental decay is the lead. 
ing cause of tooth loss in 
persons under 35 years of 
age. A whopping ,96 per 
cent of adults over 19 had 
some dental decay. 
2. Disease of the tissues 
which support the teeth 
firmly in the jaw (periodon. 
tal disease) isthe main cause 
of tooth loss in persons over 
30. About 15"per cent of 
the,adult populatlon had 
obvious pockets of perle. 
dental disease, generally 




Antibiotics in therapy to be sold only on efficacy .in disease )reran- :: 
prescription when used in tion is doubtful, I. es not : 
Animal Feeds animals; justified will be prol~ 3ited. : 
requiring manufacturers to 
:[he Health .Proffction produce new supporting These measuresa '.based : 
on public concern ad the ': Branch intends to reduce data on the efficacy of knowledge that im scrimi- 
the unnecessary" use of antibiotic growth promo. 
growth-promotion and de: tants used in Canada, and nate use of antibiot -s may ., 
sease-prevention a tibiotics banning those ineffective; give rise in- anir. ]Is to :: 
by the following measures: requiring manufacturers to bacterial populatior, t:esis• : :  
continuing the present po. produce new supporting rant to antibiotics. 
licy of permitting new anti. data for selected antibiotic Evidence indicate: z total -: 
beetles useful in human, uses in' feeds where their ban is unwarranted 
TItL I 
MOST - . 
• I tm 
j I I 
COLUMN 
IN  THE 
WORLD 
Its ,strength is in the results it 
commands. Somewhere ' 
someone has something to sell, 
buy, rent, lease or offer. As 
fast as a phone call, results 
Our classified page, 
with the help of our professiona= 
i 
teLephone ad representative, ge 
results for those who advertise 
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I COMICS 
The Wizard of, Id 
, 
the daily herald' ,' '- 
OM THE LIGHTER SIDE 
by Brant parke," and Johnny hart" 
• 
, //-- 
;L;attisn- -"-- m by Rog Bollen 
I- ~ ( 'P~CK uP voo~ ~=s,~ ~ "~=-"~-=--= I 
• 1 
B.C. by johnny hart 
Cr,:,,:isword 
by Eugene Sheller 
ACROSS 43 Sunken 60 ~Vord with 10.Former title 
1 Smallest • track wood or in Algiers 
bit 44 Former wing 12 It gathers 
4 Lawyers' U.S. Chief 61 -- Kippur no moss 
org. Justice War 19 Thus (L.) 
7 Hurried 46 Biased DOWN 21 Legendary 
11 Base for person 1 Playing bird 
culture 50 Dancing card 23 Bauble 
media girl 2 Molding 25 Film: 
13 Chubby 53 Commercial 3 Common comb. form 
14 Mahjong abbr. vetch 26 Goals 
playing 5S Capital of 4 Nautical 27 Beams 
piece Maldive term 28 Metal 
15 Large Islands 5 Lure fastener 
mackerel 56 Former 8 Book of 29 Arabian 
16 Sesame British maps prince 
plant colony 7 It saves 30 Unaccented 
17 QuRe dark 57 Sooner than nine 31 -- de guerre 
18 Poetic ' 58 Permsyl- 8 Kind of 35 Egypt 
ships vanla city money (abbr.) 
20 Small pie 59 Equivalent 9 Large deer 38 Greek letter 
22 muminatod Avg. sol.utlon time: 25min. 40 Insert sound 
24 Pele's in film 
game ~ 42 Propose 
38 Mountain ,~,,,..,~,~,..,,,-~,~i ,~-,^,~, l l~,V,  I IU I~ IH I I~ I  45 Ripped 
inGreece ' ~'~,,=,',~'~' ' =, = . ~  47 Cityon 
32 Sea in . ~ lake 
Asia i~l~i ~ I~i~l~rml~l~,~,~l  - Michigan 
33 Prayer ~ 48 Medley 
ending L~ITIFICl, I~lTIFIMit~l~l, I 49 Swarm 
34 Pronoun ~ 50 Aeriform 
36 Auto-racing fluid 
event 51 Harem room 
31 Scorch. IUISIEIRIvI ~ IA I  I IOITIAI 52 Ending for 





FOR TUESDAY, , 
,~UGUST20,irn 
(Mar. 21 toApr. 20) 
This day can be a 
"knockout." If you are looking 
for happiness through con- 
structive achievement, you can 
register a solid .vlc~ry n~.  
T~UnUS tS~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
There is a tendency to 
vacillate now. Avoid it. It you 
seem bogged own in efforts, 
take time to reorganize. New 
methods could help. 
GEMINI ~t l~ ' 
(May 22 to June 21) 
.A day for superior thinking 
and acting. Let your innate 
spirit of enterprise and laudable 
ambitions guide you in all 
things. Make the most of your 
very fine talents. 
SCORPIO l l~i~i~; 
(geL 24 to Nov. 22) 
A. fairly pro~Uv~ Wio~ 
waiting for you to in}set 
proved methods to in~ 
potential. Use the invost lg~ 
approach. --  but. ~dth f l lme. 
• tGFFFARIUS I tS# 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
I~ not try.to do m mi~h at 
once; enlist a~btanoe where 
needed. Make ready br  some 
new arrangements, maybe I 
complete change d.pbm. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
A great dsyl You can now 
outpoint, outsmart and outdo 
anyone. Prof i t  by ltl Oe- 
~upational Interests mpedally 
favored. 
• AqUaS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Some planetary restrletimm 
new. If certain egotktiom are 
pending, try to defer ~ 
for 24 h l ,  when influmtom 
be more propltions. 
-]PISCF.~ ' X~ r " 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. ,,1 
• : . ~ ~,~.,,,~, .v ,  _ I |K'dP.W 3; HA[:) A .~/~CK [~L.'I=... [ 41 Magician's ~ , ~ .  ~JUKPEE.T , .~  .~ .., ;. : .~- .~-  word . , 
You~ie.,I ~~b_  V , , ,  
t.u ox;, , 
- ---- --  . ~ --,, ~-'/// Iv'~'L 
,e Mixed influenza. You will gregarious personalty and a 
great thirst for knowledge. ~--  @@N" I I:' N" I  I :' " " have to plan.strategies well K Your ideas are uuk:lue and 
IDIEINIYIEIEIL IN IE  IEIDI strata 
54 Partner of CANCER ~[~,,& Keep an eye m the doing of It 8-19 
• . ; :~wer~yester~y 's~le .  board (June 22 to July 23) v%. .~ hlghl~, tm~redlctable i cm~ 
' Avoldtondenclest~ardeelf- panlon. His (or' her) un- 
~//'~///.~J~, S s ~7 e .  9 io deception. Take off the r~ conventional actions could 
~///////f//////'~ colored glasses and see persons ultimately involve you --  to 
,z V~j, llS ~,4  and situations as they really your sorrow. 
I 6 r~'I////A~A '1 "t are. 
'A .~ YOU BORN TODAY are LEO endowed with a tim ~! ,  a.  
'° I"l NNN <~.=,~,u~=> 
you are to keep things on an ~aally succeed bse lu  ~ the 
Hagar the Horrible , ,  ~ ,4  , ,~ , ,  Fo tward- -conf ldant iy !  effoctyouputba~koftiI~Y0u 
by Dik Browne ~ handling details and sometimes I "  ~"  I'°1 (Aug. 24toSepL=) 
I 
, ~  A~TIST  " ,o  ,, sz ,, .. 
,. 






"NeN~, ~7t//~ /5 CA/,/.EP 
PROMOT/O,V. F_~EK 
"=~_~ /dAY I HfJ,@ A~R'6k'T- 
yOU~. I ~11~ 50M~ 
"~'1111 ~ covetvx~e 
WI ~ FOK A llIIII 
(2/-I, Y~ 5/£ /U~f/  AND Z'VE 
OY~ N/TH 7H~ 7HRB~ 71/~I NON, 
SEATrf.P.~ IF I DON7 6M" 70 
~A/v/~. TA~/< 7~ St~SUt4,TM 
i We~L, S//~, Z CAN /~Am A ~ ~5, Z DO. 
IF YO~O/J/~. DO IT'S VSON 
=. OF A~O~O YOff~.A NOM 
Tlle~OlO AND ~Y.  
, Y~'T~ I.EISgKt,~N." 




[7"P/E O~/~PAt~N BEG/~/S / .... ~ ~" NO/ZA~TER ~ BUT THE K//VGP/N BUT NOT EVER)BoGY J'o/N5 r/./e K//V~- 
,bo'5 ~,Me II)EE "~p I . . ,  1DN/~HT~ JONAH "~ 
CRIME RA'I'~ / tNSTEAP EDF .~ \ ~ f ,..T/V~E6ON~ ~'A/LY' ~,/C~L~ 
[ J ~ ( ~  - -  , ,~ ' |  ,AC~4/N~T THE K INGPIN ' , /  
i 7 J Im~-~/~¢ ~ W~L~P uP ~F.~e /,, , ,4 ,  ~" l l~  ~-c~,oN-- FOR. 
MXDDPQ KXNXMB NWSUQ KPAFS-  
KBWU" BU AWWF WXKBK 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- PARSIMONIOUS DUNCE MAY 
CARRY PRUDENCE TO INSANITY. 
O 1977 King Features Syndicate, lne 
By Abigail Van Buren 
@ 1977 by ~e Chlcl~o Trlbune-N.Y.New8 Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I recently dro~e past a dog that was 
wandering aimlessly across a bus T ] dghway. It looked so 
lost and bewildered that I steppe t lo see if I could help. 
She was an old dog, thoroughly exhausted and utterly 
filthy fzom what must have been many days or weeks of 
travel. The poor thing was too weak and tired to object 
when I.put her in my car. She was a large dog, part collie 
and gentle ae rain. 
I made inquiries (no leads), stopped at an animal hospital 
(closed), drove to the police station (the animal warden's 
van was not available) and finally drove her to our SPCA, 
where she was given food, shelter and a chance for her 
owners to find bet. 
Later I searched the lost. and found columns, only to be 
shocked by the number of advertisements for lost pets, 
such as, "Generous reward for our beloved pet," or, 
"Entire family grieving." 
WANTED 
Ambitous boys or girls to do carrier 
routes. 
• Good experience and earnings for the 
righi persons. 
Phone Mr. Loiselb 635.6357 
The Terraoe Daily Herald 
own surroundings now -- 
discussing ideasand plans with 
compatible friends aiid 
associates. Results should be 
most worthwhile. 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
A good day to contact the 
opposition and see if you can 
work out a sati~actory com- 
promise. Be realbti~, though, 
and don't give too much Just to 
get matters off your.agenda. 
quest for perfection. However, 
you. [re a ph,om~r at 
aria you d~ma~' tb  Hde o~ 
obstacles that would floor many 
others, gxt rmely  verssUle, 
~e  ~ ninny Ik l~  in M~h 
you could, mrve an eminent 
career but notably ms' writer, 
mudcbn, aetm', painter or 
educator. It attracted to the 
bualne= workl, yeu vnmkl minim 
an ezcel lentsalesman or
promotional expert. Birf l~te 
of: David Ikrtley, phil os0pbW. 
I 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: M equa~ R
• The Cryptoqalp is a simple substitution dpher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals 0, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.: " 
Abby, where are these tpeople's brains? They are 
spending money now when it, s too late, when fo.r $1 they 
could have bought an I.D. tag with the animal's name, Imi 
the owner's address and" phone nmnberl ..... 
If you care for animals, please prisit this for pet owners 
to think about. HEARTSICK iN PAl.  
DEAR HEARTSICK: I agree, there Is no excuse io f  L 
"losing" a pet. Pet owners out there--lure you..~fl~nla~. 
Everyone has a Problem. What's yours? For • personal 
reply, write to ABBY:' Box No. 69T00, L,A., CalU. ~ .  
Enclose st-roped, self-address¢~l envelope p~m.  .' .. " 
ARE YOU LOOKING 
-FOR EXTRA MONEY ~ 
I A NIGHT JOB 
If you can play a musical Instrument and slflll, 
we,have a lob for you. 
We need all the country & western singers and 
guitar playel:s we can get . '  ' 
If you think you can do a two week single 
Please contact 
Bob at 638.1614 
Or phone 635.9151 
'for an appointment 
re: audition, 
I 
# . 
